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Preface
The present publication is a companion piece to a previous account of the military
actions of the 1st Battalion of the Irish Volunteers in Dublin’s North inner city in
1916. In the spirit of that account this document has the aim of making available
to the staff and students of the Technological University Dublin (TUDublin) some
of the more important incidents that took place in the vicinity of GrangeGorman,
Bolton Street and Cathal Brugha Street (formerly part of TUDublin) during the
War of Independence and the Civil War. The present undertaking proved more
problematic than the earlier one, in that the time period was longer, there were many
more incidents and the War of Independence was followed by the Civil War.

The War of Independence.
Dublin was the epicentre of this war, with the inner city being the scene of much of
the war. Our intention in writing this is not to provide a comprehensive historical
account of the period. Rather, we decided to focus on stories that illustrate the war in
the inner city and the degree of organisation required of the Volunteers / IRA to carry
out this war:
•

The need to recruit, train and prepare people for battle;

•

The need to acquire arms for these people (mostly men);

•

The need to manufacture explosives and to acquire the chemicals required to
produce safe, stable yet effective ordinance;

•

The intelligence to know your enemy and identify his weak points;

•

The effective organisation of military actions, from the supply of arms from an
arms dump, to the collection of these arms from the volunteers after the action,
and the return of the arms to the dump;

•

The penetration of British Intelligence by Michael Collins and others;

•

The loss of volunteers through death and execution.
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These are the themes that we have traced. Some of the stories are well known; some
are not. Some have achieved global mythical status. One has only to listen to the
Paul Robeson version of “Kevin Barry” to realise that the song was at one time an
important part of any singer’s repertoire, as popular as a universal song of resistance
as the ballad “Joe Hill”. Some of the principal actors went on to be identified with
failed campaigns and fascist tendencies. Some faded into history. Some are national
heroes. They all share the fact that the actions they participated in took place in the
vicinity of TU Dublin.

The Civil War

“And all the more ugly the horror
done by the Irish on Irishmen”
Pádraigín Haicéad
c.1604 – 1654
Translation Michael Hartnett

The Civil war would make a stone cry. The destruction of hope, families, friends,
cities, towns and belief is with us still. The Civil War started in Dublin. The craziness
of it all is difficult to capture. The horrors, horrors that continued outside of Dublin
with arguably worse inhumanity, are mentioned. It is ironic that the main military
action of the Civil War in the north inner city was in the same location as the main
military action of the Easter Rising in that area, the Four Courts. It is even more
ironic that the participants, in some cases, were the same.
We hope that when walking these streets future staff and students will recall
the sacrifice made by the people of the area, and by the men and women of the
Volunteers in the IRA and Cumann na mBan, to give us our freedom.
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Introduction
The great events in history, shot through with charged events and drama, are always
painted with a broad brush, and the Irish struggle for independence is no exception.
Bright colours, noise, explosions, narrative simplified to convey the rush of it all, the
hastily sketched lineaments of myth-in-the-making, all these elements combine in a giant
canvas that can dominate in our vision for decades after the dust has settled, and all the
dead have been buried. Inevitably, inescapably, the past is held in the general memory as
a grand narrative painted in primary colours, peopled by major actors, driven by motives
that become simpler and simpler as the events recede into the dark muddle of the past.
Truth, however, is a thing of patchwork, a mosaic perhaps, made up from hundreds
if not thousands of little events – contingent, personal, often blurred and out of
focus – so that what was intensely local, specific and situated becomes a tile, an
indistinct patch, in a larger picture. Women and men of flesh and blood are made
little, fade into the background, die a second death in diminished memory.
The Irish War of Independence was fought out in little skirmishes, each single
incident more or less inconsequential, local and limited, but in their accumulation
powerful and, in the end, with reservations, successful. The imperial power was
defeated, in the sense that it was brought to the negotiating table, its army stood
down and ultimately withdrawn. This is not to say, as the unwary might be tempted
to think, that the mighty British army was defeated by the armed forces of the
emerging Republic. The victory, and it was a victory, was not in any meaningful sense
a military victory, but the sequence of overlapping small military actions conducted
by the insurgents served to demoralise the Crown, arouse and inform the popular
will, and in the end make Ireland ungovernable.
If we think of it at all now, we think of the War of Independence in general terms – we
think of the flying columns of West Cork, of guerilla actions in remote places, but
many of the most significant actions took place in the towns and cities, a considerable
number of them in Dublin.
This book meticulously traces, in a small area of Dublin city, how the insurgents
were organised, how they armed themselves, how they confronted and wore down
2

an infinitely more powerful enemy and contributed, in small, local, but significant
ways to the overarching struggle. In an area bounded, roughly, by Kevin Street and
Aungier Street to the south, Heuston Station to the west, stretching north as far as
Grangegorman and east through Bolton Street to Cathal Brugha Street, carters and
carpenters, teachers and clerks and common labourers raided for arms, assassinated
secret agents, manufactured explosive charges, bombed barracks and military
vehicles, fought, killed, and died at road junctions, in alleyways and streets that you
can walk today, this book in your hand.
It is a sobering thing, to stand at one of the points marked out on these maps and
reflect that women and men of flesh and blood, ran through these streets of bricks and
mortar, terrified and elated, willing to kill or be killed in the name of Irish liberty. It is,
of course, equally chilling to think of the soldiers from Streatham or Sheffield who, in
their turn, stood to kill or be killed on these half-familiar streets, so far from home.
The bitterness and savagery of the Civil War burned through these streets, too, and the reek
of that bitter conflict hangs in the narrative, a stink of burned powder and blighted lives.
For all its brevity, this book is meticulously researched, compelling by virtue of vivid,
accurate and compelling scholarship. The wealth of detail animates, brings to painful
life, a conflict that was actual, concrete and agonising, a conflict carried on and
carried through by women and men who had lives like us, hopes, fears and dreams
like us, a passion for the ordinary experiences of life like us – but who nevertheless
risked, and sometimes gave up, the one and only lives they would ever have – on
these streets, lanes and alleyways that we walk today, busy about our own lives, all
unknowing. By and large, except for those figures on whom history has shone its
hero-making light, most of these women and men have long since faded from view.
The authors, Seán Ó Hógáin and Thomas Power, would have it otherwise, and I can
pay these good men no higher compliment than to say that finally, in these pages, we
can reach out our hands to forgotten ghosts and welcome them home.
Theo Dorgan
Dublin 2020
3

Background

T

he execution of
sixteen rebel leaders
of the Easter
Rising, the arrest of over
3,000 suspects, many of
whom were innocent of any
involvement in the rising,
and the internment of over
2,000 men and women
ensured that the atmosphere
in Ireland toward the rebels
gradually changed. Initially
taunted and spat at on
the streets of Dublin, the
hostility of the public turned
to public sympathy for the
rebels and their cause.

In the aftermath of the Rising, men were
deported to various prisons in England. Some of
these were sentenced to terms of penal servitude
at Lewes, Dartmoor, Portland and Aylesbury
prisons. Others were sent to Knutsford, Stafford,
Wakefield and Wandsworth jails. A select group
of prisoners, including Arthur Griffith, were
interned at Reading Gaol. Women, including
Winifred Carney and Helena Molony, were
interned at Aylesbury prison. The majority of
the prisoners eventually ended up in Frongoch,
a former German prisoner-of-war camp in north
Wales. By the end of July 1916 large numbers
of prisoners had been released, leaving 600 in
Frongoch and the rest still spread across the
more secure prisons in England.
The concentration of military men in one
place in Frongoch led to a reassessment of
Irish revolutionary methods and the realisation
of exactly what it would take for Ireland to
win her independence - a realisation that saw
the evolution of a twin political and military
strategy. The importance of intelligence to
any military campaign against the forces of
the Crown was understood by the leaders of
the Volunteers and was taught to the other
prisoners. The forthcoming war, prisoners were
taught, would not be a conventional war, but
would be a guerrilla war characterised by hit
and run tactics, carried out by small armed
groups with the object being harassment and
4

Stafford jail before Frongach: Sean OBrien, Fergus Kelly, Eunan McGinley, Dermot Ryan,
Denis Daly, Bryan Joyce, Eamon Dore, Joe Sweeney, J Gilligan, Tom Clifford, Eamonn
Bulfin, Colm Murphy, Frank Burke, Fergus Kelly, Michael Collins, Dr Joseph Ryan.
The camera used to take this photo was smuggled into the jail by Angela Curran from
Dungarvan. Angela was in Cumann na mBan. She met Frank Burke and in 1923 they got
married in the seaside town of Dungarvan. Frank Burke subsequently won five All-Ireland
medals with Dublin (two hurling and three football).Their son Eanna de Burca was the
head of department of Surveying at the Dublin Institute of technology (Bolton Street)
until his retirement in 1995.

close fighting rather than open battle. These tactics were the result of analysis of
the Easter Rising where it was felt that the weaker Irish forces were easy targets
for a British force stronger and better armed than any force Ireland could muster.
The military blunders made, such as the taking of indefensible and very vulnerable
positions that had no route of escape and were impossible to supply, were also
discussed. It was also understood that this War of Independence was to be fought
over a long period, with very tight discipline, strong organisation, clandestine
communication networks and a ruthlessness in attacking the enemy, both English
soldiers and Irish police, that had not been seen before in the Irish struggle for
independence. The fact that the prisoners were from all over Ireland meant that
networks were set up that would prove useful in the War of Independence. The
5

return of the prisoners was accompanied by a resurgence of street and political
violence. Incidents in Galway, Kerry and Longford are indicative of the state of
lawlessness in the country, a lawlessness not recognised by the commonly-held view
that the War of Independence started with the incident at Solaheadbeg in 1919.
The political strategy was to oust the Irish Parliamentary Party (IPP) at the next
election, and to stand against IPP in all by-elections. The military and political
aspects of the strategy were both summed up in the new motto of Sinn Féin and the
Irish Volunteers, “Bí Ullamh” (Be Prepared). This new strategy was initiated at a
convention, held at the Mansion House on 19 April 1917 and organised by Count
George Noble Plunkett. It was both seminal and inspirational for a new generation of
republicans. A large number of young radicalised men and women from all over the
country attended the event. Arthur Griffith, President of Sinn Féin, attended, and the
perception amongst the delegates was that this was a Sinn Féin convention. However,
there was deep hostility between Plunkett and Griffith. Plunkett identified with a
republicanism that was reinforced with physical force while Griffith and early Sinn
Féin favoured a less radical dual monarchy strategy. Count George Noble Plunkett
was father of Joseph Mary Plunkett, executed for his part in the Easter Rising.
His two other sons, Jack and George, were imprisoned. It was at this convention
that a National Council was set up that would represent Ireland at any future
peace conference with the mission of asserting Ireland as an independent nation.
Plunkett’s speech at the convention was to provide the intellectual basis for the War of
Independence.

Cathal Brugha and
Count Plunkett
(right) being
arrested after
the meeting held
in Beresford
Place on 10 June
1917 demanding
prisoner-of-war
status for those
rebels serving
penal servitude
after the Rising.
The meeting was
proclaimed by the
police and the
officer Inspector
mills was killed.
The Custom House
can be seen in the
background.
(Courtesy of Kilmainham
Gaol Archives, 18PC1A25-20), Gillis, L.
Photographic History
1913 – 1923).
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“in your name...I make a series of declarations...that ...Ireland
be a separate nation ...Ireland has a right to freedom from all
foreign control, defying the authority of any foreign Parliament to
make laws for the country... to maintain the status of Ireland as a
distinct nation, we demand representation at the forthcoming Peace
Conference in Paris. Our complete independence is founded on
human right and the law of nations”.
Following Count Plunkett’s Mansion House speech, attempts were made to achieve
prisoner-of-war status for those rebels arrested following the Rising. On 10 June 1917,
Cathal Brugha and Count Plunkett organised a gathering to call for POW status. The
meeting was in Beresford Place, outside the old Irish Citizen Army headquarters at
Liberty Hall, but it was proclaimed illegal, and violence broke out when the police tried
to break it up. Both Brugha and Plunkett were arrested. Inspector Mills of the Dublin
Metropolitan Police (DMP) was commanding the police operation to break up the
meeting. As the DMP attempted to lead the speakers away, a section of the crowd tried
to liberate the Sinn Féin speakers and in the confusion the Co. Westmeath-born Mills
was hit on the back of the head by a man who, with a swing of a hurley stick, fractured
Mills’ skull. He was rushed to Jervis Street Hospital, where
he died the next day on 11 June 1917. A young cab driver
was later charged but the case collapsed. Edward Murray,
a member of Fianna Éireann, was said to be responsible. In
1916 Murray had taken part in the attack on the Magazine
Fort in Phoenix Park, and then joined the garrison at the
Jameson distillery. The young revolutionary later became an
early member of An Garda Síochána.
In June 1917, Eamon De Valera and Thomas Ashe
returned from England where they had been imprisoned.
On his return, Ashe was elected president of the Supreme
Council of the Irish Republican Brotherhood (IRB). In
August 1917 he was arrested and imprisoned at Mountjoy,
Dublin, charged with sedition. He and his fellow republican
prisoners, including Fionn Lynch and Austin Stack,
demanded to be treated as prisoners of war. In the face of a
refusal by the British Authorities to grant POW status, they
went on hunger strike. Ashe died on 25 September 1917
from injuries sustained while being force-fed on the orders
of the prison authorities. The funeral of Thomas Ashe took
place on 30 September 1917, with full military honours and
7

Thomas Ashe,
commandant at the
Battle of Ashbourne
1916, he was sentenced
to death for his part
in the Rising, later
commuted to life
imprisonment. He was
elected President of the
Supreme Council of the
IRB, freed in 1917 and
along with de Valera was
rearrested for making
a seditious speech in
August 1917. Imprisoned
in Mountjoy Gaol, he
began a hunger strike,
demanding prisonerof-war status. He died
because of force feeding
in September 1917.

Unidentified members
of Cumann na mBan. The
intelligence work of
the women of Cumann
na mBan during the war
of independence proved
crucial in the struggle
for independence.
(Courtesy of Kilmainham Gaol
Archives, 17PC-1A41-30g).

9,000 Irish Volunteers from all over Ireland attended the funeral. Michael Collins gave
the oration in Irish and English and his final words were “nothing additional remains
to be said. That volley which we have just heard is the only speech which is proper to make
above the grave of a dead Fenian”. After the death of Ashe, both Sinn Féin and the Irish
Volunteers were completely reorganised.
In October and November 1917, the reorganisation of Sinn Féin and the Irish
Volunteers resulted in a popular movement that had a unified political part and a
military organisation. The cause of Irish Independence now had two structures which
would co-operate. It is worth remembering that previous risings against the British
state, in 1798, 1803 and 1867 had little if no political guidance. The Sinn Féin Ard
Fheis, held in the Mansion House on 25 October 1917, saw a significant shift in the
balance of power within Sinn Féin.
The party had existed since 1905 but had not played a role in the Easter Rising. It
was split between an armed wing espousing a military campaign, and a political wing
set on the international recognition of Ireland as an independent republic with the
ballot box as the means to achieve this. At the Ard Fheis, and in the interests of party
unity, the founder and former leader of the party, Arthur Griffith, stepped aside.
Eamonn de Valera, a veteran of the Rising who had been elected as MP for East Clare
and was seen as both a statesman and a soldier, was elected leader. Significantly, the
Ard Fheis also saw Michael Collins appointed to the Sinn Féin executive. The Irish
Volunteers held their convention on 19 November 1917.
De Valera was elected president with Cathal Brugha chief of staff. A committee of
resident members was appointed alongside a Volunteer Executive from each of the
four Provinces. However, with Michael Collins appointed Director of Organisation,
Diarmuid Lynch appointed Director of Communications and Sean McGarry as
General Secretary, the Irish Republican Brotherhood had now gained precedence
8

Kathleen Clarke
(centre), wife
of Easter Rising
executed leader
Tom Clarke, on
her return from
prison in 1918. She
had been arrested
under the ‘German
Plot’ and imprisoned
in England. This
celebration,
organised and
attended by members
of Cumann na mBan,
was held in her
honour upon her
release. Harry
Boland is seated left
and Michael Stynes
is seated right
(Courtesy of Kilmainham
Gaol Archives, 19PC-1A33-29)

over the Irish Volunteers. The IRB was a secret organisation which was founded in
1858. It was a physical force organisation which saw the need to organise and arm in
order to achieve an independent democratic Irish republic. Now re-organised, both
Sinn Féin and the Irish Volunteers promptly set about a recruitment drive throughout
the country. De Valera and Collins played active roles in these recruitment drives.
Both men spoke openly about the need to arm and drill. De Valera said that:

“if we cannot get what we are out for by peaceful methods we can
get it by physical force.We will do our best to arm you. Get all
the arms you can, any kind of arms-shot guns- you know what a
useful weapon a double barrel shot gun is at night”.
Collins urged the Irish Volunteers to raid for arms that would be of some use to them
and also to defend their arms to the death. Collins reported that these recruitment drives
were so successful that in autumn 1917 there were 1,200 companies of the Volunteers
compared with 390 companies at the end of 1916. Collins was arrested and jailed as a
result of this drive. It ultimately led to his going on the run in Dublin, together with other
key members of the Irish Volunteers, and as a result Collins took a less prominent role in
political activities. Now reorganised and armed, the Irish Volunteers were given a boost
with the introduction by the British of the Military Service Bill in April 1918 which led
to conscription in Ireland. This gave De Valera the opportunity to get the mass of Irish
people behind Sinn Féin, and an anti-conscription campaign was initiated. Michael
Collins and Richard Mulcahy were now of the opinion that the conscription crisis would
be the impetus for military action. Richard Mulcahy had a reputation as a thorough and
good organiser and was a close friend and supporter of Michael Collins. Together they
emphasised aggressive actions against the crown forces.
9

point of
interest

01

Grangegorman

The issue of mental
illness in Ireland
was probably first
addressed when
the Hardwicke
Fever Hospital was
erected in 1803, and
a small number of
cells were set aside
in the basement for
“lunatics”. These
buildings were
built in the area
north of Brunswick
street, between
Grangegorman Lower
and Constitution Hill.

In 1810, the hospital governors petitioned for
the building of a general asylum for the reception
of patients from all parts of Ireland. In 1814 the
Richmond Lunatic Asylum was opened with
accommodation for 300 patients.
The Richmond General Penitentiary was a prison
established in 1820 in Grangegorman, as an
alternative to transportation. The building was
designed by the architect Francis Johnston and
decorated by George Stapleton. The purpose of
the penitentiary was to provide a custodial and
rehabilitative alternative to the transportation of
prisoners to Botany Bay, Australia. It was thought
at the time that through solitary confinement, hard
labour and religious instruction that prisoners
might be reformed. Upon committal prisoners
were placed in solitary confinement in cells towards

Grangegorman
TU Dublin Campus
and Clock Tower
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the rear of the building and, if their behaviour was seen to warrant it, after a period
of at least one week they were removed to cells closer to the front of the building
where they were allowed a greater degree of interaction with the other inmates. In
the 1820s the prison’s officers were accused of proselytism and cruelty, and the
British administration in Ireland ordered a commission of inquiry to investigate the
accusations. The building ceased to be a penitentiary in 1831, and later became part
of the Richmond Asylum.
However, in 1832 the Grangegorman Prison reopened as a temporary hospital treating
an outbreak of cholera in Dublin. A disease of extreme poverty, it was no surprise
that Dublin had an outbreak of cholera given the number of people living in close
proximity and the almost non-existent sanitary conditions. The old prison cells became
so crowded that the corridors had to be used, and at its worst in the summer of 1832
the cholera outbreak saw six hundred patients admitted in five days. Deaths were
many as poor underlying health was commonplace due to malnutrition and bad living
conditions. It is interesting to note that in August 2015 the bones of victims of this
cholera epidemic were uncovered as part of preparation works for the Luas cross-city
line at Broadstone. The remains were found by workers at the Broadstone Bus Éireann
Garage. It is worth stating here that the area presently occupied by the Broadstone
Garage was more or less the location of the North Dublin Union workhouse.
Immediately west of this was the building known as the Richmond Lunatic Asylum,
and immediately north of this was the Richmond Penitentiary the building known
today as the Clock Tower building and forming part of the Technological University
of Dublin (TUDublin) Grangegorman campus. The buildings adjacent to the
Penitentiary, also forming part of the TUDublin and known today as St. Laurences and
Rathdown House, were a branch of the Richmond Lunatic asylum. Rathdown House
was used as the female dormitories for the Richmond asylum.
In 1840 the penitentiary was used as a transportation depot to Van Diemen’s Land.
Between 1840 and 1886 over 3,200 women and children passed through the
Grangegorman Transportation Depot before being sent on ships to Hobart,
Tasmania. The Cascades Female Factory in Hobart where these women were sent is
now a UNESCO World Heritage Site. These female prisoners, some as young as 12,
had been convicted and sentenced to seven years imprisonment and transportation
to Australia. Complaints from Australia stressed the lack of skills of the first Irish
women sent and how this resulted in them being unable to support themselves on
their arrival in Hobart. These unskilled women were put in jails in Australia and left
there for years as they were not capable of outside work. The free settlers would not
take them on. This was costing the Australian authorities in Hobart a lot of money
because the convicts had to be housed, fed and guarded in the prisons. As a result
the British authorities decided to centralise all Irish female prisoners to be sent to
Australia in Grangegorman. In the prison they were to spend three months learning
11

skills that would make them employable once they were transported. They were to
be trained in skills that would allow them to be sent out to work for the free settlers
in Australia as part of their sentence. This rule applied to young children under
sentence of transportation too. These younger girls had fifty cells specially allocated
to them in Grangegorman. They did not mix with ordinary prisoners and exercised
and ate separately. Their training included sewing, knitting, cooking and laundry
service. It was designed to give them the skills needed by them when they would
arrive in Australia as convicts and be assigned work duties as house servants.
The North Dublin Union and a nearby convent were
temporarily occupied by the Volunteers during the 1916
Rising. Both positions proved impossible to defend due to
British soldiers occupying Broadstone station and King’s
Inns. Two men were shot dead when they climbed the
clock tower in Grangegorman to get a view of the city
during the rising. These were Dominic O’Donohue, 23,
of Blessington Street and Patrick Geraghty,39, of North
Cumberland street.
On 19 December 1919 the IRA attempted to assassinate
the British Lord Lieutenant Lord French. It was not the
first attempt and this unsuccessful ambush took place in
Ashtown. The IRA lost a volunteer in the action, Martin
Savage. The morning after the battle in Ashtown, the Irish
Independent published an article which described the
attackers as “assassins” and included other such terms as
“criminal folly”, “outrage” and “murder.” Taking these
terms as an insult to their dead comrade, it was decided to attack the newspaper’s
offices. On Sunday, at 9pm, between twenty and thirty IRA men under the direction
of Peadar Clancy entered the offices of the Independent where they proceeded to
wreck its machinery of production. Despite this, with the assistance of the other
Dublin newspapers, the Independent was able to appear the next day.
Martin Savage lost his
life in the battle of
Ashtown on 19 December
1919. Eleven men cycled
from the North Circular
Road to Ashtown Cross
in a planned operation
to assassinate Lord
French. Among them
were the veterans of
Soloheadbeg,Seamus
Robinson,Dan Breen, Seán
Treacy and Seán Hogan.

According to Dan Breen in his memoir, neither the Independent, nor any other
Dublin newspaper, ever dared refer to the IRA as “murderers or assassins” again.
However, the fact that the Independent was able to continue publishing showed that
not all of Irish society supported the armed action. This was also to be seen in the
fact that the Pro-Cathedral in Marlboro Street refused to allow Savage’s body to
repose there. St Laurence’s in Grangegorman, also refused to take the remains, and
his remains lay overnight at Broadstone Station before departing for Sligo where
his funeral eventually took place in his home town of Ballisodare, and thousands
attended.
12

Kevin Barry was brought to the North Dublin Union after his arrest as the
union workhouse had been taken over as a barracks by the Black and Tans during the
war of Independence. Upon arrival, he was taken under military police escort to the
defaulters’ room where he was searched and handcuffed. A short while later, three
sergeants of the Lancashire Fusiliers and two officers began the interrogation. He gave
his name and an address of 58 South Circular Road, Dublin (his uncle’s address), and
his occupation as a medical student, but refused to answer any other questions. The
officers continued to demand the names of other republicans involved in the ambush.
During the Civil War the Grangegorman Penitentiary (presently the Clock Tower
building) was used as a women’s prison, once again. Initially Mountjoy prison had been
used to house republican female prisoners. However, it was quickly recognised that
another prison was required. Kilmainham jail was readied and in January 1923 it was
opened as a female prison for anti-treaty prisoners. Forty-three of the female prisoners
held in Mountjoy were transferred. Kilmainham was grim, and an older prison than
Mountjoy, and the regime and the surroundings took a toll on the women. As a result
in spring 1923 the female prisoners were moved to Grangegorman prison.
While the conditions in Grangegorman were far better than Kilmainham jail the
female prisoners protested at the move. They refused to leave their cells and had to
be dragged from the landings. They also protested at being strip-searched by female
warders. The authorities sent in Free State soldiers and the protests turned violent.
Maire Comerford and other prisoners were injured. In an inquiry carried out into
the affair by the Free State government, it was stated that “the women were moved
in a manner that was as gentle as was compatible with efficiency. But if you realise
that the women had to be dragged or carried down two flights of stairs, you will
realise that gentleness was not very possible”. The battle of wills did not end there.
The republican prisoners would not allow overcrowding of beds in the dormitories
and some woman had to sleep outdoors, depending on the female warders to allow
them to dry their clothes after wet nights. On 9 May the irrepressible Comerford
successfully escaped. A copycat attempt by a large group of females was thwarted the
following night. The situation came to a climax on 24 October 1923 when 51 of the
86 female republican prisoners in Grangegorman went on hunger strike. The Free
State government responded by releasing the women who were not on hunger strike
and this tactic led to just 8 women continuing the hunger strike into November 1923.
The hunger strike was finally called off at the same time as the men’s hunger strike
ended on 23 November 1923. The last four female prisoners were released on 15
December 1923, and included Countess Markievicz.
Another person connected with Grangegorman was Jenny Wyse Power (1858-1941),
first President of Cumann na mBan and governor of St Brendan’s Psychiatric
Hospital at Grangegorman. She was born Jane O’Toole in May 1858 in Baltinglass,
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On October 20, 1920 Cumann na mBan convention in Whitefriar Street Church. The convention
was to be held in the Mansion House but was under constant surveillance. They had to enter
via the church so there was no suspicion. Left to right facing the camera: Maebh Fitzgerald,
Mary Mac Swiney, Louise Gavin Duffy, Miss O’Rahilly, Mrs Aine O’Reilly, Mrs Pearse,
Countess Markievicz, Mrs Kathleen Clarke, Mrs Aine Ceannt, Nancy Wyse Power, Madge Daly,
Miss Elizabeth Bloxam, Mrs Wyse Power, Ms fanny Sullivan, Lily Brennan.

Co Wicklow. The O’Tooles were strongly nationalist and she joined the Ladies’ Land
League in 1881, becoming a league organiser in Wicklow and Carlow and acting as
librarian to Land League prisoners.
As a member of the executive of the Ladies’ Land League she became friendly
with Anna Parnell and a strong supporter of her brother Charles Stewart Parnell. On
5 July 1883, she married fellow Parnellite, journalist and GAA founding member
(present in Hayes Hotel Thurles, in November 1884) John Wyse Power.
Jennie opened a shop and restaurant in 1899 at 21 Henry Street in Dublin called the
Irish Farm and Produce Company. This became a popular meeting place for many
of the cultural and political organisations with which she was involved. She joined
Conradh na Gaeilge, becoming a member of its executive in November 1900.
She was a member of the Dublin Women’s Suffrage Association and represented the
National Women’s Committee at the Franco-Irish celebrations in Paris in 1900. In the
same year, she was a cofounder and vice-president of Inghinidhe na hÉireann (Daughters
of Ireland) and a member of the committee that organised the Patriotic Children’s Treat
as a counter-attraction to the visit of Queen Victoria. She was elected a member of the
board of guardians of North Dublin Poor Law Union from 1903 to 1912.
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She was a constant on the executive
of Sinn Féin, serving as a joint
or sole treasurer at various times
and becoming vice-president in
1911. The following year, she was
disappointed when Griffith voiced
support for the Irish Parliamentary
Party’s decision to vote against the
Conciliation Bill, which would have
extended a limited franchise to
women. In the same year she joined
the committee founded to support
Hanna Sheehy Skeffington, who had
been sacked and jailed because of
suffragette activities.
Jennie was a founder member of
Cumann na mBan in 1914 and
its first president in 1915, and the
Jennie was a founder member of Cumann na
Irish Women’s Franchise League.
mBan in 1914 and its first president in 1915, a
member of Cumann na dTeachtaire (a women’s
Her business in Henry Street was
group within Sinn Féin) and the Irish Women’s
where the Proclamation of the
Franchise League and a governor of St Brendan’s
Psychiatric Hospital at Grangegorman in Dublin.
Republic was signed in 1916. In
1920 she was elected to Dublin
Corporation and took her seat after a row with the council clerk, who initially refused
to accept her signature in Irish. She was chairman of the finance and public health
committee of the corporation and a governor of St Brendan’s Psychiatric Hospital at
Grangegorman in Dublin. She was the only leading member of Cumann na mBan
to support the Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1921. She was appointed to the executive of
Cumann na nGaedheal and nominated to the first Seanad in 1922.
By 1925, however, she had become disillusioned with Cumann na nGaedheal and
resigned from the party in dissatisfaction with social and economic policy and the
result of the boundary commission. She continued to serve as an independent
senator, being particularly vociferous on matters relating to the status of women.
She spoke against the Civil Service Regulation (Amendment) Bill in 1925, the Juries
Bill in 1927, and the Conditions of Employment Bill in 1935 because she felt they
discriminated against women. At this time, she was a member of the Irish Women’s
Citizens’ and Local Government Association and represented Fianna Fáil in the
Seanad from 1934 until its dissolution in 1936. Having sold her business in 1929
she had a period of complete retirement from 1936 until her death at home at 15
Earlsfort Terrace, Dublin, on 5 January 1941.
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02

Kings Inn Street

The Irish Volunteers
in Dublin were run by
the Dublin Brigade
Head Quarters. The
staff changed over
the course of the
War of Independence
due to casualties
and imprisonment.
It was originally led
by Dick McKee with
Michael Lynch, Peadar
Clancy, John Shouldice
and Christopher
O’Malley acting as
Vice Brigadiers and
Adjutants. Peadar
Breslin and Sean
Russell acted as
Quarter Masters.
Liam Tobin and later
Joseph Griffin were
Intelligence Officers.
The Brigade was
divided into seven
Battalions.

The four city battalions consisted of 1st and 2nd
Battalion north of the Liffey, with 1st Battalion
covering the west including Blanchardstown and
Castleknock and 2nd Battalion covering the East
to Howth and Santry. The 3rd and 4th Battalions
were south of the Liffey. The 5th Battalion was an
engineering or special operations battalion assigned
to both country and city areas, as and where their
expertise was required. The 6th and 7th Battalions
covered south east and south west county Dublin
respectively. A Fingal brigade was formed in 1920
and ran to 4 battalions.
Brigade strength varied. It was estimated to be
201 Officers and 4,160 men by the British in
1921, though these figures were never confirmed.
The 1st Battalion, which operated in the area now
occupied by TU Dublin, had 1,306 men listed in
July 1921. Battalions were instructed to assign 100
men to each company. Company HQ was given a
geographical location in the city or county. They
also had O/Cs for intelligence, first aid, training and
communications. Companies were divided into right
and left halves, each commanded by a lieutenant. A
half company was further divided into two sections,
generally made up of twenty to thirty men.
The overall command structure for Dublin, IRA
GHQ, was run by Chief of Staff Richard Mulcahy.
He oversaw Dublin Brigade HQ and IRA GHQ
Intelligence, as well as the seven battalions.
Appointed in June 1918 Dick McKee was O/C
Dublin Brigade. He commanded the Active Service
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Units (O/C Paddy Flanagan and later Paddy O’Daly). McKee joined the Irish
Volunteers in 1913, and fought in Jacob’s Factory in 1916 commanded by Thomas
MacDonagh. He was held in Knutsford Gaol and at the Frongoch internment camp
in Wales. After his release he was promoted to Company Captain, then Commandant
of the Second Battalion, and finally Brigadier of the Army’s Dublin Brigade. A close
friend to Michael Collins, Sean Russell and Chief of Staff Mulcahy, he was also a
member of IRA General Headquarters Staff. The importance of his appointment
as Dublin Brigade O/C is reflected in his involvement in the setting up of the flying
columns and also his role as Director of Training. It was also McKee who was asked
by Collins to select the small group of gunmen who became known as the Squad.
The Dublin Brigade faced difficulties before they could carry out any actions. The
weapons used in 1916 were by now obsolete. However, sources of weapons were
scarce, especially rifles. The preferred weapon of the Volunteers/IRA was the SMLE
or Short Magazine Lee Enfield, standard British issue World War 1 rifle. It was of
some significance when four were smuggled out of Island Bridge Barracks and a
further fifteen were acquired by bribery from Portobello Barracks. As a result of the
scarcity of rifles the brigade had to make do with shotguns. Handguns were not so
difficult to procure. British Standard issue Webleys, American Colt and Smith &
Wessons, and German automatic Mausers and Lugers were available.
The Dublin Brigade were busy in 1918/1919 in acquiring ammunition, explosives
and whatever weapons they could acquire by stealing or bribery. As a result, safe
areas in which to store the materials of war were required. Each company was
expected to look after its own munitions and to have at least one munitions dump.
The city was a warren of backstreets and side streets very suitable for setting up
munition dumps. Dublin’s transport was mainly horse-drawn in these years, so
stables were common place, attached to businesses and houses, and the IRA used
them as both real dumps and as decoys. It was from these dumps that weapons for
military actions were withdrawn, prior to the action. Weapons were only withdrawn
to be supplied for an action. These would be delivered to an agreed location, where
those carrying out the action would collect them, as agreed in the action briefing.
Usually it was someone unconnected with the action who carried the weapons to the
agreed location, either a member of Cumann na mBan or Na Fianna. The IRA men
carrying out the action would return the used weapons after the action, either to the
place the weapons were collected or another agreed location. The weapons would
then be collected and returned to the dump. This became the standard methodology
used in Dublin.
Two important raids that produced guns were those on Collinstown in March
1919 and the raid on King’s Inns in June 1920. The RAF base at Collinstown was
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The Kings Inns.
A raid took place
on June 1st 1920
when H Company
of the 1st
Battalion Dublin
Brigade attacked
the armoury at
Kings Inn. Part
of the King’s Inns
complex had been
occupied by the
British army as a
military post.

being built and over 800 men were employed. The IRA had tradesmen involved in
the building of the base and, with information gathered, an operation was planned
involving 40 men and a number of cars, scarce commodities in those days.
It was planned as a bloodless operation with no shots to be fired and, to achieve
this, men were issued with knuckledusters and stiletto blades attached. Morphine
was used on the guard dogs. Heavily disguised, the volunteers rushed the guard
building at night, catching the soldiers there in their sleep and taken by surprise
the soldiers were unable to alert the garrison of 500 nearby. The soldiers were tied
up and suspended from the rafters. The significant haul of weapons comprising 75
SMLEs, 73 bayonets, 4,000 rounds of ammunition and webbing kits were quickly
transported away, and despite stringent searches the captured weapons were not
recovered.
The second raid took place on 1 June 1920 when H Company of the 1st Battalion
Dublin Brigade attacked the armoury at Kings Inn. Part of the King’s Inns complex
had been occupied by the British army as a military post. On 17 May 1920, Jerry
Golden of Fairview, a young law clerk and member of the 1st Battalion was in
charge of a picket of striking law clerks outside the Registry of Deeds next door to
the Kings Inn. He observed that the British soldiers stationed at the King’s Inns
were lax in their discipline, and he could chat casually with the soldiers coming
and going from the guardroom, in which rifles, ammunition, grenades and Lewis
machine guns were stored.
Reporting to Peadar Clancy, his commanding officer, he was asked for a written
report and a sketch map of the King’s Inns complex and surrounding streets. A
counterfeit permit to enter the Registry of Deeds was forged for Clancy, who the
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following week was able to enter and survey the guardroom and its contents, posing
as a solicitor’s apprentice from Ennis, Co. Clare. Golden also arranged for one of
his fellow picketers to bring along a pocket camera to take some photographs of the
complex to assist planning. Golden began taking photos of the picketers outside,
concerned about how he might sneak his camera inside the building to take photos
of the Guardroom. He could hardly believe his luck when the British sergeant on
duty came out and asked Golden to bring his camera inside to the Guardroom
to photograph the soldiers and their ammunition. As the sun shone through the
window, Golden was able to take extensive photographs of the soldiers, their
arsenal, and the internal layout of the building. Over the following week, the IRA
put together a plan.
On Monday 31st May, four IRA squads would converge on the King’s Inns. Two
squads would enter each of the gates at the front of the King’s Inns on Constitution
Hill, one squad would enter the King’s Inns via Henrietta Street, and one squad
would remain stationed on Henrietta Street to ensure that there would be no
obstacles to a quick getaway. However, Monday, 31st May, was a grim “soft day”,
and it was feared that the British soldiers would remain indoors for the afternoon.
Intelligence had reported that on warm days, the soldiers were observed to relax on
the green in front of the Inns, “basking in the sun, playing cricket and chatting with
their lady friends”. It was decided to postpone the operation for 24 hours in the hope
that the sun would come out. At 3.50 p.m. on Tuesday June 1st, the operation began,
and by 3.58 p.m. it was all concluded. The squads entering from Constitution Hill
came in and locked the front gates, while the Henrietta Street squad entered the side
door of the building, with Golden, well known to the British soldiers as a striking law
clerk, playing the role of a prisoner held at gunpoint by the IRA.
They entered the guardroom, catching the occupants by surprise, and held them
against the wall at gunpoint, while they made off with 25 rifles, several thousand
rounds of ammunition, and some boxes of hand grenades. The main prize, however,
was two large Lewis machine guns, one of which was carried out of the building by
a jubilant 18-year-old named Kevin Barry. Ironically, exactly 5 months later, he was
executed by the British government. Two motorcars waited on Henrietta Street and
were loaded up with the spoils of the raid, before making off at high speed as the
locals cheered from the tenement windows.
The raid was a propaganda triumph for the IRA and a propaganda disaster for the
Crown. It was seen by the next day’s Irish Times editorial as the clearest evidence
that the Crown was losing the struggle in Ireland. At Westminster and in Fleet Street,
the raid reverberated loudly. The next day, Golden attended his picket at the Registry
of Deeds as usual, and was interviewed by the British about what he knew about
the raid. Golden, of course, pleaded ignorance, and he later spoke of how his British
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interviewer muttered in frustration that “in Ireland we have law makers, law breakers
and law strikers, all bloody well bunched together”.
There was also another famous
incident at the Kings Inns, this time
during the Civil War. This concerned
the habeas corpus proceedings of
Erskine Childers. Childers was born
in London in 1870 to an English
father and an Irish mother from a
landowning family from Glendalough
House, Co. Wicklow. He served in the
British army in the Boer War and in
the Royal Naval Intelligence in the
First World War. He also skippered
the Asgard into Howth as part of the
Irish Volunteers’ gun-running before
the 1916 Rising. Elected as an MP
for Sinn Féin for Kildare-Wicklow in
1921, it was often commented that
he went from a devoted subject of the
British Empire to a fanatical advocate
for Irish nationalism in ten short years.
Childers was secretary to the Irish
delegation that agreed the Anglo-Irish
Treaty. However, he was opposed to
the final draft and voted against its
approval by the Dail in January 1922.

The death by firing squad of Childers on
November 24th, 1922, aged 52, was one of the
most high-profile and controversial executions
of the Civil War. The Free State government
executed 77 anti-Treaty prisoners during
the Civil War in a vicious and escalating
campaign of reprisal killings.
It is clear from correspondence in Childers’s
military pension archive file that the Free
State government was desperate to arrest
him and remove him from the scene. Childers
had a remarkable career as a British soldier,
diplomat and novelist. He was also the man
responsible for landing the guns at Howth in
July 1914 for the Irish Volunteers which he did
on his yacht Asgard.

During the Civil War which followed,
Childers was responsible for
producing Republican propaganda.
In November 1922, Childers was
summoned to Dublin by Eamon
De Valera. He stopped overnight
in Annamoe, Co. Wicklow, at the
house of his cousin, Robert Barton
where he was discovered by the Free
State forces and arrested for illegal
possession of a firearm. Ironically,
the firearm in question was a small
revolver gifted to him by Michael

The execution took place on November 24th,
1922. Fifteen men were selected for the job
but only five had live ammunition. Childers is
reported to have said to his executors before he
was shot: “Take a step forward, lads. It will be
easier that way.”
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Collins before the treaty and the War of Independence. Childers was tried by military
tribunal and sentenced to death. It was the assassination of Collins that lead to the
establishment of military tribunals under the Army Emergency Powers Resolution.
On Saturday 18 November 1922, an application for habeas corpus was made at
the home of Sir Charles O’Connor, Master of the Rolls. The following Monday, 20
November, the habeas corpus hearing was opened in the Kings Inn Hall. The Four
Courts was, at the time, uninhabitable, following its destruction at the outbreak of
the Civil War. A variety of legal arguments were advanced on behalf of Mr. Childers
over the course of a three-day hearing. It appears that the partial purpose of this
may have been to simply delay Mr Childers’ execution for as long as possible so that
clemency might be granted by the Free State government. Quite a large number of
people petitioned the Free State government not to execute Childers. At the end of
the third day of hearing, Michael Comyn, for Mr. Childers, asked that the case be
adjourned to a fourth day. Despite Mr Comyn’s assertion that he was exhausted and
could not do full justice to his client, the Master of the Rolls decided that the case
had been argued in full. He delivered his judgment immediately, by candlelight.
The application to adjourn for a fourth day was refused. Ironically Childers, an
Irish nationalist who in 1914 had imported arms for the Irish Volunteers, was
about to be executed on the orders of a provisional government which arose from
a treaty which he had helped negotiate but ultimately repudiated. An appeal was
lodged immediately, but Childers was nevertheless executed the following morning,
Thursday 23 November 1922, at Beggars Bush barracks.
The question addressed by Sir Charles O’Connor, in response to the defence, as to
whether or not a “state of war” existed thus justifying the use of military tribunals
makes interesting reading. He declared that “I am sitting here in this temporary
makeshift for a Court of Justice.Why? Because one of the noblest buildings in this country,
which was erected for the accommodation of the King’s Courts and was the home of justice
for more than a hundred years, is now a mass of crumbling ruins, the work of revolutionaries,
who proclaim themselves soldiers of an Irish Republic.
I know also that the Public Record Office (a building that might well have been spared even
by the most extreme of irreconcilables) has been reduced to ashes, with its treasures, which
can never be replaced.
I know also that railways have been torn up, railway stations destroyed, the noblest mansions
burned down, roadways made impassable, bridges blown up, and life and property attacked
in almost every county in Southern Ireland.

If this is not a state of war, I would like to know what is”.
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Cathal Brugha Street
The Block – From Cathal Brugha
Street to Cathedral Street

In addition to the Four
Courts, the anti-treaty
IRA had taken over
a row of streets from
Gregg’s Lane (now
Cathal Brugha Street)
to Tyrone Street (now
Cathedral Street).
Nicknamed the Block,
all the buildings were
linked as the antitreaty forces had
burrowed through
them.

It was here that Oscar Traynor set up offices and the
buildings occupied included the Gresham Hotel,
Moran’s Hotel and Hughes Hotel in Talbot Street.
Other sites occupied happened to be bastions of
Dublin unionism – Fowler’s Hall, the Kildare Street
Club and a number of other building on Parnell
Square. Twenty five years after the occupation of
Fowler’s Hall, in June 1935 a Dublin Board of
Works employee was among a group assigned to
remove presses from the cellar of the Post Office’s
customs parcels section in 10 Parnell Square. When
he removed several presses, however, some mortar
appeared insecure and collapsed when disturbed.
Upon further investigation, the employee realised
that he had uncovered a large cavity, several feet long.
Within it, in perfectly dry conditions, lay a massive
arms cache. He had discovered over 90 rifles (the
Ulster Herald reported that there were as many as

A National Army
armoured car
closes in and the
bullet-pitted
anti-Treaty
headquarters at
the Hammam Hotel
on O’Connell
Street burns, 5
July 1922.
(Courtesy of the National
Library of Ireland)
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Destruction of
the Block. In
addition to the
Four Courts, the
anti-treaty IRA
had taken over
a row of streets
from Gregg’s
Lane (now Cathal
Brugha Street)
to Tyrone Street
(now Cathedral
Street). Nicknamed
the Block, all the
buildings were
linked as the antitreaty forces had
burrowed through
them.

300) and more than 2,000 rounds of ammunition. As anti-treaty forces had occupied
the building, the assumption must have been that the weapons had belonged to
Irish republicans. On closer inspection, however, the rifles found in the cellar were
Lee-Enfields and Martini-Henris, some stamped ‘For God and Ulster’, and were
accompanied by packages of Bible tracts and cap badges. In fact, the weapons had
belonged to the men of Dublin’s ‘Ulster Volunteer Force’, the Loyal Dublin Volunteers.
Following the surrender at the Four Courts, the Provisional government’s tactic was
to take up positions surrounding the Block and to make a final assault on the antitreaty positions. Moran’s Hotel and Hughes Hotel were taken on 29 June 1922, the
day after the Four Courts were taken.
The scene was now set, and on 1 July the Provisional Government took positions
on Bolton Street, Capel Street, Abbey Street, Gardiner Street and North Great
George’s Street. That night civilians were evacuated from Parnell Street and the
scene was set for that final attack on the Block. The bombardment of anti-treaty
positions was ferocious. The Ballast Office in Westmoreland Street/Aston Quay had
been occupied by anti-treaty forces during the occupation of the Four Courts but
was now in the hands of pro-treaty forces and it proved useful when fighting moved
to O’Connell Street. The Ballast Office handled traffic through Dublin Port. Dublin
Port was temporarily forced to close and 1,500 dock workers were temporarily made
redundant. The workers marched on the office demanding the IRA leave the premises
so that they could return to work.
Incendiary bombs were fired from O’Connell Street which engulfed most of the
buildings in the Block, and after sustained attack by pro-treaty forces the Block was
set on fire including the Granville, Gresham and Hammam hotels.
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After the Four
Courts had been
taken the protreaty forces
concentrated
their assault on
the Anti-Treaty
positions in
O’Connell Street.
This shows the
ruins of the
Hammam Hotel.
(20PD-1A18-12 Military
Archive)

Here pro-Treaty forces advance
on one of the buildings in ‘The
Block; the Gresham Hotel.
Courtesy of Mercier Archives.

Traynor, with most of his men, escaped, scrambling over the rooftops while being
fired on. De Valera and Austin Stack escaped by passing off through the street as
civilians. Cathal Brugha, along with about seventeen men stayed behind.
On 5 July Cathal Brugha, while exiting the Hamman Hotel building and holding
two pistols, was shot in action while charging the street now named after him and
died in the Mater Hospital two days later. Winston Churchill wrote to Collins
congratulating him.
After 6 p.m. the battle for control of the city was over. The pro-treaty side were in
control. Anti-treaty forces had fled the city and 750 anti-treaty prisoners were held in
Mountjoy, including fifty women from Cumann na mBan. Some managed to escape,
including Noel Lemass, Robert Barton and Todd Andrews.
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The funeral of
Cathal Brugha,
passing through
O’Connell Street
on 10 July 1922.
In the background
are the ruins of
the Block where
Cathal Brugha was
shot. The street
where he was shot
was originally
Gregg Lane but
was renamed
Cathal Brugha
Street when it was
redeveloped during
the reconstruction
of the O’Connell
Street in the 1920s.

The anti-treatyites, when arrested after their surrender, were held in Jameson
Distillery awaiting transport to prison. There were some escapes. Paddy Rigney of
the 4th Battalion was helped to escape by one of his pro-treaty captors, Padraig O
Connor. They remained great friends for the rest of their lives.

The Aftermath: The Murder Squad – August - November 1922
The Provisional Government’s response to the Four Courts occupation and its
aftermath was merciless. On September 27 1922, the Dáil passed emergency
legislation (Public Safety Bill) which allowed for the execution of those captured
bearing arms against the State. The legislation passed to the National Army powers of
punishment for anyone ‘taking part in or aiding and abetting attacks on the National
Forces’, having possession of arms or explosives ‘without the proper authority’ or
disobeying an Army General Order.
Following these ‘special powers’, the anti-treaty IRA identified officers from the CID
and the National Army Intelligence who were ‘embittered by the death of Collins
...and some of whom were mere psychopaths’ and who were responsible for the
summary executions of republicans. This ‘murder squad’ would arrest republicans on
the street but they would never reach Oriel House on Westmoreland Street. “They
were shot out of hand” (During the Civil War, Oriel House became the base for the
Criminal Investigations Department (CID) of the Irish Free State’s police force).
The murder squad ‘were Collins men’, either from the Squad or the CID. Under the
‘Special Powers Act’ there were seventy-seven ‘official’ executions carried out by the
Provisional government.
In response to the Public Service Order Bill (murder bill), Liam Lynch issued a
directive that: “all members of the Provisional Government who voted for the ‘Murder Bill’
will be shot on sight”. On the 7 December 1922 the pro-treaty TD, Sean Hales from
Cork was assassinated as he left the Ormond Hotel.
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It seems that Richard Mulcahy and the Provisional Government decided to hit back.
They did so by executing, on 8 December, three of the most senior anti-treaty leaders
in the Four Courts – Liam Mellows, Rory O Connor and Joe McKelvey. There was
no pretence of legality about these executions. Hugo MacNeill, son of Eoin MacNeill,
commanded the firing squad. At the cabinet meeting that issued the execution notice,
Kevin O’Higgins (Rory O’Connor was best man at his wedding) said “take them
out and shoot them”. O’Higgins was of the view that in order to shorten the struggle,
executions should take place in every county.
On the 17 December 1922
three republicans, Peter
Cassidy, John Gaffney
and 18-year old Richard
Tuohig were executed by a
firing squad in Kilmainham
courtyard. Between
November 1922 and early
January 1923 there were
14 ‘official’ executions in
Dublin. With the executions
of the murder squad, the
Civil War was “transformed
into something akin to a
blood feud”.

Sean Hales TD who was shot by anti-treaty forces outside
the Ormond Hotel on 7 December 1922. His execution
rushed in the Provisional government’s ‘Special Powers
Act’ that legitimised the execution of seventy seven
Republicans.

In total, under the Public Service Order Bill eighty one men were executed. The
Public Service Order Bill gave the provisional government the legitimacy to carry on
with executions that were happening anyway. By late 1922, the irregulars were largely
demoralised and broken up and operating in smaller units. Their focus of attack
became economic targets – the attempted burning of the tax office on O’Connell
Street and the destruction of the Rotunda Theatre on Parnell Street. The Regulars
were winning the war and the executions were seen as a strategy to ‘break the morale’
of the anti-treatyites. The executions were designed to ‘terrorise’ the guerrillas to
finish their campaign.
The Civil War ended officially on 24 May 1923 with Frank Aitken’s order to
anti-treaty forces to ‘dump arms’. Thousands of republicans were subsequently
imprisoned and interned across the country.
Kilmainhan Gaol closed in 1924 (its last prisoner Eamonn de Valera being
transferred to Arbour Hill.)
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198 Parnell Street
(198 Great Britain Street)

At the start of the war,
Dublin Brigade HQ
were very aware that
adequate quantities
of hand grenades
and other explosive
devices would be
hard to obtain. In
1919, McKee ordered
Michael Lynch to set
about establishing a
munitions factory.
Lynch selected his
men and they attended
lectures in explosive
and bomb manufacture
in Aungier Street.

These classes resulted in a munitions factory
being set up. Lynch located his ‘factory’ in a secret
room in the basement of a bicycle shop at 198
Great Britain Street (now Parnell Street). Lynch
maintained that this group, the munitions and
grenade manufacturers, were the forgotten men of
the struggle. The equipment for the ‘factory’ came
from a number of sources. Lynch acquired a fourinch lathe that the British had confiscated at the
start of the war from Leo Ganter, who ran a watch
and clock manufacturers in South Great George’s
Street. The British later paid Ganter for it. After the
First World War was over, Ganter bought back the
lathe in a sale and gave it to the Dublin Brigade.
Along with the lathe they put in a blacksmith’s
forge. In charge of the workshop was Matt Furlong,
who had used a lathe at the National Shell Factory,
Parkgate Street. This factory later burned down
in suspicious circumstances. Tom Young operated
the crucibles for casting the grenade casings. The
furnaces were ordered through a sympathiser at
Brooks Thomas Building Supplies. There was only
one way into or out of the basement, so the dangers
faced by these men, especially if caught in a British
raid were either imprisonment and/or death. There
was also the constant danger that the munitions
factory was full of explosives. In the beginning,
they were reliant on their ingenuity to survive
raids. However eventually they worked with loaded
automatics on the bench beside them, in a case of
shoot or be shot. The design of the grenades was
based on the German egg grenade which required
foundry coke. The necks of the grenades were made
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from brass and the soft coke required for these was obtained from the Dublin Gas
Company. Other materials were obtained from retail shops, while detonators were
initially acquired from county councils who had them for legitimate uses such as
road building. Initially, explosives were acquired from similar sources, but the British
quickly moved to curtail the availability of detonators and explosives as soon as IRA
actions were carried out. As a result, the factory had to become inventive, and one
of the first adaptions was a detonator designed by Seamus O’Donovan which was
a copper tube filled with fulminate, chlorate and a mercury mix sealed with solder.
Seamus O’Donovan was from Roscommon and proved to be inventive and resilient
in his use of raw materials for production of grenades and explosives.
Sean Russell and O’Donovan tested the grenades near the Bottle Tower in
Churchtown. These tests were to check how the grenade exploded and to establish
whether it fragmented or just exploded at the weld holding the casing. The aim was
that they should explode so as to disintegrate the metal casing into as many parts as
possible to facilitate inflicting maximum death and injury. O’Donovan looked for a
grenade explosion that resulted in forty-eight fragments giving rise to severe shrapnel
damage. Initially the main explosive ingredient of the grenades was gelignite. This
was acquired through sympathisers in chemists, local authorities and IRA raids on
quarries. Lynch claimed that in the 18 months he was in charge of the factory in
Great Britain Street, 5,000 or more grenades were produced. The most remarkable
hand grenade manufactured contained about 0.22 kg of gelignite and Lynch and
Tom Kehoe of GHQ intelligence cycled out to the O’Brien Institute in Marino to
test it for the first time. The blast was enormous and every animal within hearing
distance reacted. Lynch and Keogh made a rather speedy exit heading to Richmond
Road, where Lynch lived. Lynch’s mother addressed them directly: “‘What were you
men up to? ‘Oh nothing very important – just a little test,’ Lynch replied. ‘Well,’ she
said, ‘about a half an hour ago, I heard a bang. It almost blew me out of the bed, and
shook all the windows in the house.’
It was the appointment of Sean Russell as Director of Munitions in 1920 that
instigated the move to replicate the work of the munitions factory and the setting up
of other factories in Crown Alley, Luke Street and Peter Street. It was a precarious
existence having just one munitions factory. If the factory were raided not alone
would all be imprisoned, but death either on the premises or later was a real
consideration. The location itself, in the middle of the city, was a significant risk
as the lathes, crucibles and furnaces gave rise to noises and smells that were easily
spotted on the street above. Lynch himself never understood how they were able to
get away with the munitions factory as the smells emanating from the furnace were
evident on the street above. The munitions factories were also responsible for the
production of explosives. The early dependence on gelignite was reduced through
the ingenuity of chemists Seamus O’Donovan and Des Dowling who, together with
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Bill Hogan, led the design and development of home-made explosives which were
used by the IRA throughout the country during the War of Independence. GHQ
asked O’Donovan to produce an explosive that could be easily made, using locally
available and common or simple ingredients, by IRA Brigades and Battalions,
throughout the country. The strategy was to establish a process that could be set
up in any outhouse shed or farmhouse and that would allow an explosive factory to
produce an effective product safely, without blowing the heads off those producing
the explosive. As a result, two processes were developed, one known as “Irish
Cheddar” and the second as “war flour”. Irish cheddar consisted mainly of Cheddite,
which gets its name from the town in France, Chedde where it was first produced.
Cheddite mixes usually consisted of inorganic chlorates mixed with nitroaromatics
(nitrobenzene and dinitrotoluene) and with paraffin or castor oil used to moderate
the chlorate. War flour consisted of potassium chlorate, saltpetre and again used
paraffin to moderate the chlorate. These materials were not used for landmines due
to their ‘instability and dangerous unpredictability’. However, it was not possible to

British Forces outside the bicycle shop after the raid. 198 Parnell St in Dublin upped
its production of grenades and became a significant munitions store – because it was no
longer possible to conceal the product, a steel plate was fitted behind the shop counter
and a pistol and grenades kept at the counter. In the end the British came across the
munition factory and store by accident when no-one was there.
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produce these two explosives without a source of raw material. This raw material
was potassium chlorate, and without it, O’Donovan could only produce low-grade
explosives. The solution came from England, in the form of the brother of the head
of the propaganda department of Sinn Féin. Desmond Fitzgerald was a member
of the Dail and head of propaganda, but it turned out his brother Francis, owned a
chemical factory in Greenwich outside London. He supplied the IRA with not alone
potassium chlorate, sent to Dublin in bags marked “bicarbonate of soda” or “cream
of tartar” but also with dinititrobenzene and dinitrotoluene. This supply line allowed
the IRA to produce high explosive material. O’Donovan used An t-Óglach (the
official newspaper of the Irish Volunteers) to explain the methods of producing these
explosives and also wrote articles dealing with the danger of the chemicals involved.
He also warned against trying to increase explosive power by adding dangerous
additives such as petrol.
As well as developing grenades and explosive charges, Seamus O’Donovan was also
instructed to work on specialist weapons. For an attack on the London Midland &
Scottish Railway building on the North Wall he produced a mix of phosphorus in
carbon bisulphide packed in small bottles. He obtained the materials from Nobel’s,
an explosives factory where he was employed. O’Donovan also developed two
gases: mono-bromo-methyl-ethyl- ketone and di-bromo-methyl-ethyl-ketone. He
considered both of them good tear gases. During one of the experiments the gas
exploded in his face. Luckily, O’Donovan was blinded for only twenty minutes.
He did, however, get a week off work, as his face was a mass of water blisters. The
leadership of the Volunteers were afraid that as poison gas had been used in the
First World War, it might be used by the British against them. They wanted to be
in a position to retaliate if necessary. The weapons that O’Donovan was asked to
produce or develop included biological weapons. The Volunteers/IRA GHQ asked
him to develop a means of infecting the horses of various British cavalry regiments
with glanders or a similar infectious disease. O’Donovan also wrote a number of
articles during the conscription crisis of 1918 about the possibility of spreading
botulism.
The acquisition of weapons, ammunitions and explosives meant the Dublin Brigade
required safe locations to store them. Each company had its own munitions dump
and sometimes a number of dumps. The locations of these dumps varied considerably
from mountain hideaways to sub-basement armouries. Some were decoys, some were
constructed by skilled tradesmen and some were natural features of the landscape.
For example, Eoin MacNeill’s son Niall was quartermaster of the 6th Battalion, south
County Dublin. He had a special dump built into the wall in the kitchen. Despite
the house being ransacked continually during a number of British army raids, the
special dump was never found. The 6th Battalion also had a dump near a Holy
Well at Ticknock in the Dublin Mountains. This dump contained revolvers, rifles,
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ammunition and grenades. The grenades were specially made in the 6th Battalion’s
own munitions factories in Dundrum and Blackrock. The dump at Ticknock also
included gelignite that McDonnell’s men had taken from the RIC magazine at
Balally comprising eight boxes of gelignite (with approximately fifty sticks per box),
400 detonators and 50 yards of fuse. The gelignite had been placed in biscuit tins
and buried. When it was recovered, it had frozen. To thaw it out, McDonnell and
his men put the gelignite under their clothes next to their skin. This made them ill,
necessitating visits to their doctors. It was incidents like this which were the reason
for Seamus O’Donovan’s article on thawing out gelignite in An t-Óglach in March
1920. Dublin city provided a veritable rabbit warren of places to conceal the Dublin
Brigade stores. An intelligence officer for IRA GHQ described one dump built by
A Company 1st Battalion, who were also known by
their nickname ‘The 40 Thieves’ after the story of Ali
Baba. A Coy had a number of very skilled ingenious
tradesmen who at 6 Blackhall Street built an arsenal
underneath the cellars. The entrance looked like
a sewer trap door and it was concreted. To get in,
one had to go on one’s hands and knees and when
inside stand up. The Volunteers/ IRA erected shelves
and used it as a dump for all the weapons of the
Company. Though the Hall was raided several times
that dump was never discovered by any raiders. In
preparation for what they saw as a new type of war,
the Volunteers had started a twice-monthly paper
named An t-Óglach in 1918. It became the official
paper of the Irish Republican Army (which The Irish
Seán Russell in the 1930s. He
Volunteers became). It was written by GHQ staff,
died in August 1940 on board
a German U-Boat, having
printed by GHQ secretly in Dublin and copies were
attempted to secure German
sent to every IRA unit in the country. The paper set
assistance for the IRA.
out the policy of guerrilla warfare that was to guide
the IRA in the coming years. It served as both a manual of instruction on tactics
and bomb making as well a means of conveying orders. It later served a propaganda
use also. The development of guerrilla tactics, espoused through the paper, was
of primary importance in prolonging the struggle and bringing the British to the
negotiating table. In 1918 the contents and tone of the paper left IRA members in
no doubt of what was required should fighting break out with the British. Possession
of it after 1919 meant a six-month sentence of hard labour. In an article entitled
‘Ruthless Warfare’ the paper said “It would be desirable for instance, to eliminate all
talk and thought of passive resistance ... our active military resistance is the only thing
that will tell and any plans, theories or doubts to distract the minds of the people
from the policy of fierce and ruthless fighting ought to be ruthlessly discouraged ...
If England decides on this atrocity, then we, on our part, must decide that in our
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The official newspaper of the Irish Volunteers was printed in Yarnhall Street, just off
Bolton Street. Collins was the publisher and wrote a column for each issue. The articles
were called “Organisational Notes”.
© Military Archives

resistance we shall acknowledge no limit and scruple”. An t-Óglach identified as a
target anyone who knowingly and willingly facilitated conscription, saying he would
be ‘dealt with’ as if he were an enemy soldier. Examples given included doctors who
might treat wounded enemy soldiers or drivers who transported the police. Their
fate was spelled out: ‘We must recognise, that anyone, civilian or soldier, who assists
directly or by connivance in this crime against us, merits no more consideration than
a wild beast and should be killed without mercy or hesitation as opportunity offers ...
those who assist the enemy will be shot.’ Anyone, from the King’s representative to
Ireland, the Lord Lieutenant, to a hotel porter, was considered a legitimate target or
anyone who showed ‘undue zeal in the service of England in Ireland, or in opposition
to the Irish Republic’.
An t-Óglach also gave detailed instructions on the organisation of military operations.
These included railway demolition, with and without explosives, scouting and
tracking, hedge fighting for small units, and mapping. Also included were articles
on sabotage, administration of battalions and companies, together with engineering
advice. The bloody and brutal nature of the conflict was spelt out in the paper’s
pages. In an article dealing with how efficient a weapon the butt of a gun was in
“hand to hand conflict” emphasis was put on the capacity to do damage to the face,
the head, the pit of the stomach or the knees.
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106 Capel Street
Dublin Municipal Library

Thomas Gay was the
Head Librarian in
the Dublin Municipal
Library on Capel
Street. A Dublin inner
city boy, he went to
Synge Street CBS and
was an active member
of the GAA and the
Gaelic League. He was
a member of Crokes
GAA Club and a keen
and accomplished
hurler. He was also a
founder member of the
Dublin Camogie Club.
Gay worked in Dublin
Corporation libraries
and by April 1916 he
was working as Head
Librarian in Capel
Street.

Gay had joined the Volunteers in September 1914,
enlisting in ‘A’ Company of the 1st Battalion of
the Dublin Brigade at Blackhall Street. On Easter
Sunday he turned up for the rising but when he
heard of MacNeill’s countermanding order he
went home. He spent Monday 24 April at the
Fairyhouse races where he heard of the fighting in
Dublin. He was unaware where his company was
stationed so he reported to the rebel post nearest
to where he lived. He made his way to Jameson’s
Distillery in Marrowbone Lane where Captain Con
Colbert decided to use Gay in an intelligence and
communications role linking between the Jameson’s
Distillery Garrison and Jacob’s Biscuit Factory. He
worked from Tuesday 25 April until the surrender
on the following Sunday. Throughout the week he
assisted in supplying arms, ammunition, medical
and other supplies. He also kept Colbert updated
on British troop movements. On Thursday 27 April
Gay relayed the advance of the Sherwood Foresters
along South Circular Road towards Rialto. Colbert
was able to alert nearby garrisons to frustrate the
British offensive. On Sunday 30 April Colbert
instructed Gay to organise food supplies from
Jacob’s factory. Gay met Thomas MacDonagh who
was already discussing terms of surrender. John
MacBride instructed Gay to communicate the
verbal surrender to the Distillery where Captain
Séamus Murphy was standing in for Colbert.
Murphy ordered Gay back to Jacob’s to request
the order in writing. MacBride refused vehemently,
stating that he had never and would never put in
writing an order for an Irishman to surrender and
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that they would know when they saw the flag coming down from their building that
the surrender had taken place. Gay avoided capture in the aftermath of the surrender.
Michael Collins is justifiably renowned for the system of counterintelligence which he
initiated and developed during the war of Independence. However, this system owed
a huge debt to Thomas Gay. It was thanks to Gay that Collins was first put in touch
with sympathetic detectives from G Division in Dublin Castle.
On 17 – 18 May 1918, Gay was passed details by
Detective Joe Kavanagh about the so-called German
Plot. Kavanagh an officer in G Division of the Dublin
Metropolitan Police (DMP) also passed on revolvers and
ammunition to the Volunteers. Gay made his way instantly
to Harry Boland’s tailor shop at 64 Middle Abbey Street
and Boland then informed Collins. The “Plot”, which
intended the capture of members of the newly formed
Provisional Government by the British, was partially
successful, despite the advanced warning due to failure of
some Cabinet members to act on the information.
Thomas Gay 1884 to 1953Thomas Earnest Gay
was born on 22 January
1884, the eldest child
of Thomas Patrick Gay
and Catherine Coleman
He worked initially as a
commercial clerk before
securing appointment
as an Assistant
Librarian with the City
Corporation in September
1900. He was an active
trade unionist. In 1915,
he was promoted to
Head Librarian in Capel
Street. He retired from
the Corporation in
December 1948.

The so called German Plot began in the early morning of
12 April 1918, when two fishermen stumbled across a man
stranded on Crabbe Island, off the Galway coast. Referring
to himself as O’Brien, he claimed to be a survivor of a
German U-Boat attack on an American ship. The authorities
were not aware of any such attack. O’Brien was detained and
sent to Scotland Yard for questioning. Under interrogation he
was identified as one Joseph Dowling, a former corporal in
the Connaught Rangers, last known as a German POW. He
had been recruited from a German prison camp by Roger
Casement to the Irish Brigade before the 1916 Rising. The
British were convinced Dowling had landed on Crabbe Island from a U-boat, mistaking
it for the Irish mainland. For the British the only logical explanation was that Dowling
was acting as some form of intermediary between the German government and Sinn
Féin/Volunteers. Lord French, head of British administration in Ireland, claimed to have
uncovered a German plot. The British now had the excuse they needed to arrest leading
members of Sinn Féin and the Irish volunteers. A long list of suspects was produced, and
the arrests were planned for May 1918.

Collins notified all the Volunteers leaders of the forthcoming arrests. In a division that
would become entrenched over the years, most of the political leaders chose arrest
and imprisonment. For the military leaders of the IRB, including Cathal Brugha,
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Michael Collins
used, with his
Dublin Castle
spy, Ned Broy, the
Capel St library
books in which to
place and receive
written messages
to and from each
other.

Michael Collins and Richard Mulcahy, this was an opportunity to go on the run and
begin a military offensive and to inspire the republican movement. Nevertheless,
a number of volunteers were arrested including Eamonn de Valera, Countess
Markievicz, Maude Gonne MacBride, Count Plunkett and Kathleen Clarke.
From a British perspective there were two unintended consequence of the German
Plot. The first was the fact that Volunteers now spilt into a militant group who were
largely on the run and pursuing a violent campaign against the British forces and a
political group who were to spend the next few years in and out of jail. The second
consequence was the emergence of sympathetic G-Men (Eamon Broy, Joseph
Kavanagh, Dave Neligan and Eugene Smith) within the DMP who passed on
information to Michael Collins and the volunteers. These contacts would be developed
and would prove indispensable in the War of Independence. However the links were
initially haphazard, as the case of Ned Broy illustrates. Broy, worked as a clerk in G
Division of the Dublin Metropolitan Police (DMP), the intelligence section. Following
the rising Broy felt inclined towards the Volunteers and began passing information to
Sinn Fein through the O’Hanrahan family. They had a shop at 384 North Circular
Road and Broy passed on official secret reports and orders for raids and arrests. Broy
also had a cousin, Patrick Tracy, a clerk in Kingsbridge Station and he also passed
documents for Broy, to the O’Hanrahans. However, Broy did not know where the
information he passed ended up. In fact, most of Broy’s information was disregarded as
he was viewed with suspicion by the Volunteers as he worked in Intelligence.
Two distinct sources in Dublin Castle supplied lists of the proposed German Plot
arrests and the time of these arrests to the volunteers. Thomas Gay was given this
information by Joe Kavanagh. On 15 May Eamon Broy had obtained a list of the Sinn
Féin/Volunteers to be arrested and Patrick Tracy passed the list to Harry O’Hanrahan.
However, it was only in Spring of 1919 that Broy and Collins met, following overtures
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from Tracy and others. Collins put his theories that a violent campaign must be
conducted especially against the RIC. This would involve physical violence such as
attacking RIC barracks and burning out rural barracks forcing the RIC to withdraw
to larger towns and losing their position on the ground. It would also have to be
accompanied by psychological pressure such as boycotting the RIC in towns and
communities while encouraging family members of RIC men to undermine their
loyalty to the police. These tactics would differentiate between a “soft core” and a ‘hard
core’ RIC and the latter would face a war targeted specifically at them. Broy agreed
but proposed that the DMP in uniform not be attacked. On the other hand any DMP

Colonel Eamon “Ned” Broy was
successively a member of the
Dublin Metropolitan Police,
the Irish Republican Army, the
National Army, and the Garda
Síochána of the Irish Free
State

member particularly active against the Volunteers would be open to attack. Collins felt
that these policies could help counteract the RIC and the DMP.
Broy then arranged that Collins pay a visit to the G Division Offices at 1 Great
Brunswick Street (Now Pearse Street). Collins brought Sean Nunan with him. On
the night of 7 April, 1919 they arrived just after midnight. This was to avail of the
night shift, from 10 p.m. till 6 a.m. when only Broy was on duty. He led the two men
upstairs to Inspector McFeely’s office and opened a large steel safe, which was in a
secured room. Collins and Nunan spent the night, by candlelight, reading the files
and making notes.
Collins’ had two main objectives in examining the files. Firstly, he was keen to
find out the people the British knew about in his organisation and how good their
intelligence was on Collins operation. The second objective was to discover who they
did not know as this would allow him to use volunteers with a clean slate, men who
were unknown to the British. He also wanted to understand how the intelligence
system worked, how it collected and processed information. This, he felt would allow
him to improve his own system of intelligence gathering as well as allowing him
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insight into how the British system worked and how he could counteract it. Collins
stole one item from the DMP office. This was a book containing phone messages
and phone numbers of calls made to the DMP during the Easter rising, some of
which identified Volunteer movements and indeed the positions of Volunteer snipers.
Collins saw in this the potential to identify, and maybe even cultivate for his own
uses, sources that could not be trusted as to their loyalty who were informers and
possible spies. The book remained with Collins until in the chaos of a raid by the
Auxiliaries 18 months later it was left behind.
Gay worked with both Broy and Joe Kavanagh, both of whom were employed in
Dublin Castle, to get intelligence information to Collins. Broy himself said that the
main liaison with Collins was personally supplied by Tommy Gay. Gay and Broy
would meet at the Tivoli Theatre or Webb’s book shop on the Quays to pass on
information. Gay’s position as Librarian at Capel Street Library made him readily
accessible when required. Collins and his group used the Capel Street library as a
drop, i.e. a place for leaving messages for others to pick up. Broy regularly gave copies
of his typed confidential reports to Guy for delivery to Collins.
Gay lived at Ardlinn, 8 Haddon Road, Clontarf which was a regular, often weekly,
meeting place for Collins, Broy, Kavanagh, David Neligan, James Mc Namara and
on occasion Sean O’Duffy and Harry Boland. Neligan described Gay as “a staunch
friend of Collins and so was his wife who was a noble woman”.
What Collins learned from these meetings and other meeting with Broy was
invaluable (It is said that Broy, who was a fine athlete, took Collins, who was also
a fine athlete but had gone ‘soft’, running regularly in a park in Sandymount). The
understanding and inside knowledge of the RIC system that Broy imparted meant
Collins understood the police system and how police were trained.
This new information and the discussions with the DMP officers allowed Collins
to put together a plan. He arranged that a ‘special duties’ group be formed and to
do this he asked for selected men from the Dublin Brigade to be integrated into
an independent group initially on a part-time basis. This Special Duties Unit was
separate from Brigade work, and some members who left the Dublin Brigade to join
the unit, were seen as traitors by less informed Volunteers. The purpose of the unit
was to target the RIC hard core.
The first hard core RIC man to be targeted was Detective Sergeant Smyth, known as
‘The Dog’. He was attacked near his home in Drumcondra. It was a messy incident
with Smyth running away after being shot and his children coming on the scene.
He eventually died of his wounds. However, as a result of the prolonged nature of
the attack the Special Duties Units decided to no longer use .38 revolvers. In future
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they would use the more accurate and powerful .45. Another target was Detective
Constable Hoey. An enthusiastic pursuer of the Volunteers, he was rumoured to have
just missed arresting Collins in one raid. Hoey was also believed by Collins to have
identified Sean Mac Diarmada after 1916, which contributed to his execution. Hoey
was shot while returning to Great Brunswick Street station on 12 September and
died on the spot. The success of these operations led Collins to form a second unit.
(The two Special Duties Units would later form the core of ‘the Squad’.) The units
were expected to perform their own intelligence as well as carry out the operations.
This proved a difficult task and the men involved began to feel the pressure. Fatigue,
stress and a fall-off in morale were evident to Collins. He was very aware of the
effectiveness of these units but could also see that his men were suffering. To continue
the campaign he needed to reduce the pressure of work on the Special Duties Units.
He decided to set up an Intelligence department.
IRA GHQ Intelligence consisted of Tom Kehoe, Liam Tobin and Collins himself,
at first. Together they gathered and interpreted intelligence. This took the pressure
off the men in the units, who were no longer required to be out all day gathering
information and also, to carry out attacks. The success of this change in operations
led to an expansion of Intelligence personnel and Intelligence gathering. A crucial
addition to this Intelligence operation was the input, from 1919, of Lily Mernin.
Mernin was from Waterford and was also a member of the Gaelic League. In 1914
she got a job in Dublin Castle, working as a typist for the British Army. She was also
a cousin of Piaras Beaslai, a founding member of the Irish Volunteers in 1913 and
a Sinn Fein MP in 1919. Mernin, then working in Ship Street Barracks, offered to
work for the IRA and through Beaslai met Collins. Collins immediately recognised
the importance of Mernin as a source of intelligence and recruited her. He was to
remain her main contact in the IRA until September 1920, when Collins appointed
Frank Saurin as her contact person.
Working in Ship Street Barracks meant Mernin was in a building where classified
information on troop strengths and movements, planned raids and killings as well as the
names, addresses and identities of British undercover agents were typed up and filed.
It also enabled her to mix with both British Army and RIC members as well as mixing
with other Castle staff. In an era where photographs were few and far between the ability
to collate information on the social lives of the British/RIC intelligence officers, their
physical descriptions and their home addresses was of enormous benefit to Collins.
Mernin passed this information on to Collins, and her input was so important that a
house, and type-writer, was set up for her on Clonliffe Road so that she could write up
reports on her way home from work each evening. These were then placed in a sealed
envelope, signed Lt. G, and left for Collins. Mernin also played a role, together with IRA
Intelligence Officer Tom Cullen, in attending various Dublin social gatherings, such as
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events in the Royal Dublin Society (RDS) or races in the Phoenix Park, and identifying
members of the British Army, RIC and British Secret Service men. Some of those
identified were targeted soon after by the Special Duties Units. Mernin gave Collins
a gateway into the British military in a similar way that Broy opened up the Police to
him. She would always make an extra carbon copy of any relevant classified information
she typed. She supplied Collins with full profiles, including addresses, physical
descriptions, personal habits and places often frequented by most British Army and
Intelligence Officers and other Castle personnel. Lilly Mernin’s importance to the War of
Independence can be gauged by a note sent by Collins to Dick McKee, Commander of
the Dublin Brigade of the IRA, on 17 November 1920. The note was about plans for the
following Sunday, or Bloody Sunday. Collins wrote “Have established the addresses of
the particular ones. Arrangements should now be made about the matter. Lt G. is aware
of things. He suggests the 21st. A most suitable date and day I think.” Lt G., the Little
Gentleman, was Lily Mernin.
Initially, both Special Duties Units were based at 100 Seville Place, the offices of
O’Toole’s GAA Club. The Special Duties Units had separate munitions dumps from
the Dublin Brigade with dumps at Hardwicke Place, Temple Street, North Great
Charles Street and Mount Prospect Avenue in Dollymount. They then moved to
Middle Abbey Street. The formation of the Squad, by joining the two Special Duties
Units resulted in modifications to the building in Middle Abbey Street. The ground
floor was a cabinet-making shop, which was only a blind, while the second-floor
consisted of two large stores with structural alterations made by an IRA bricklayer.
Michael Collins would visit twice a week, to boost the men’s morale.
The Squad too were forced to make modifications to their methodology. The format
settled on, for an operation, was to assemble in an open place and then to go together
to the designated arms dump. They walked in pairs, with the leading pairs walking on
both sides of the road while another two pairs followed, also occupying both sides of
the road. Upon entering the location of the operation, the two men selected to perform
the job, ‘the hit men’, would be covered, while the unit members not covering the hit
men would secure, with guns drawn, the escape routes. Preference was for operations
that could be carried out in busy locations so that the Squad members could blend
quickly into the crowd and escape. This was not always possible, and isolated parts
of the city, with few passers-by proved problematical and dangerous, with a Squad
unit in quiet city suburbs and a dearth of human cover. Increased Squad activity was
met by increased British surveillance, searches and checkpoints. The checkpoints on
the bridges across the Liffey proved particularly problematic for the IRA as Squad
members could easily be caught in possession of arms either on their way to an
operation or on their return. They appealed to Collins to provide two separate sets of
guns for the units, one on the north side of the river and one set on the south side of
the Liffey. Collins quickly supplied the guns in the required locations.
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Bolton Street
Monks Bakery, Church Street

The Dublin Brigade,
encouraged by the
relative ease with which
they had pulled off
the Collinstown and
King’s Inns raids, were
anxious to see more
success. It had been
observed that a British
supply detail of the
2nd Battalion Duke of
Wellington Regiment
went a number of
mornings a week, to
Monk’s Bakery on
Upper Church Street.
It was reported that the
British army usually
numbered seven to
eight soldiers led
by a sergeant and a
corporal and that the
NCOs would go into
the bakery to organise
flour and other supplies
while the soldiers
would go into the shop
for minerals and cakes.

Permission for the operation was granted. The plan
was for five IRA men to enter the bakery through
the side entrance of 38 North King Street and to
wait for the British troops there. A further two men
were placed at Brunswick Street corner and another
two were to wait at the corner of North King Street.
Three other volunteers were to follow the lorry
into Church Street and hold up the troops for their
weapons. A further three men were then to close in
on the lorry from the Brunswick Street side. The o/c
of the operation, Seamus Kavanagh and four other
men were to close in from a pub directly opposite.
Four other men were set to cover the withdrawal up
Constitution Hill where an escape lorry was waiting
in Coleraine Street.
Early on the morning of 20 September 1920 the
IRA/Volunteers gathered at Ryder’s row, and H
Company 1st Battalion Dublin Brigade moved
into their positions. Kevin Barry was an eighteenyear-old medical student who had joined the IRA
in October 1917. He took part in a number of
IRA actions, most notably the successful raid on
the King’s Inn garrison. On this fateful morning
he turned up late as he was serving Mass. The
Company Quarter Master gave him the only
weapon left, which was a .38 calibre Luger, known
to the IRA as a Parabellum. It was recalled that
Barry was not happy with this weapon and would
have preferred a .45.
Unfortunately, the British Army detail did not arrive
on time and as a result tension was high in the IRA
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Monks Bakery,
Church Street,
where Kevin Barry
was captured 1920

ranks. Finally, at around 11 a.m., the British army lorry arrived. However, when the
lorry stopped it was clear that there were more soldiers than expected. In the back,
there were seven soldiers on both left and right sides with another four in the back
of the cab. In the front alongside the driver were two sergeants and one other rank.
The tailgate of the lorry was dropped down and an NCO and three privates went into
the bakery. Volunteer Seán O’Neill stepped up to the back of the lorry and shouted,
‘Hands up. Drop your rifles.’ Everyone in the lorry froze. The British soldiers
observing only one IRA man covering them with a pistol, released the safety catches
on their rifles and opened fire.
The ambush party then opened fire, and this resulted in pandemonium as both
sides fired at each other with no shortage of targets on either side. Volunteer O’Neill
recounted how he was terror-struck, finding himself looking into the barrel of a
Lee-Enfield six feet above him. He put the fact that he was not killed down to nerves
or over-excitement on the part of the British soldiers. Volunteer O’Flanagan was hit
in the side of the head. Others had their hats shot off their heads while O’Neill was
eventually wounded from a ricochet striking a brick wall beside him. When O’Neill
had discharged all his rounds, he made a run for North King Street. The other H
Company men followed him with the British still firing. The IRA unit kept moving
until they reached Cathedral Street, quite some distance away. It was only then that
they realised Kevin Barry was missing.
During the action Barry had fired only one round before his gun jammed, which
was a common occurrence for IRA men using automatics. This was usually caused
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by poor-quality ammunition. Barry found
himself under fire and unable to return fire as
his gun had jammed. He knelt down beside
the lorry to clear his gun. He rose and it
jammed again on the fifth round. He rolled
under the British lorry for cover while trying
to free the action of his weapon. The rest of
the IRA/Volunteers withdrew owing to the
heavy returned fire and he lay there under the
lorry completely isolated.
The action had resulted in the death of a
British soldier, Private Harold Washington
who was aged fifteen. Two other British
soldiers, Privates Marshall Whitehead and
On September 20 1920, Kevin Barry
Thomas Humphries, later died of their
joined a group of volunteers on Bolton
Street for a planned attack in 79-80
wounds. Washington’s body was loaded onto
Upper Church Street on junction with
Constitution Hill. This operation by the
the lorry and it was about to drive off when
volunteers was to prove inspirational
in the war for independence
a bystander shouted “There’s a man under
the lorry”. Barry was apprehended and
dumped into the lorry beside the corpse. He was taken prisoner by a detachment of
Lancashire Fusiliers and taken to the North Dublin Union, their temporary barracks.
Barry had important information about the organisation of his IRA company, brigade
personnel and the whereabouts of weapons dumps. He was also part of an action that
saw a British soldier killed, the first such casualty in Dublin since the 1916 Rising.
Barry was placed in the defaulters’ room where he was handcuffed. He was then
interrogated and tortured by two officers and three sergeants. In an affidavit drawn
up in Mountjoy Prison days before his execution, Barry described his treatment thus:
“He tried to persuade me to give the names, and I persisted in refusing. He then
sent the sergeant out of the room for a bayonet. When it was brought in the sergeant
was ordered by the same officer to point the bayonet at my stomach ... The sergeant
then said that he would run the bayonet into me if I did not tell ... The same officer
then said to me that if I persisted in my attitude he would turn me out to the men in
the barrack square, and he supposed I knew what that meant with the men in their
present temper. I said nothing. He ordered the sergeants to put me face down on the
floor and twist my arm ... When I lay on the floor, one of the sergeants knelt on my
back, the other two placed one foot each on my back and left shoulder, and the man
who knelt on me twisted my right arm, holding it by the wrist with one hand, while
he held my hair with the other to pull back my head. The arm was twisted from the
elbow joint. This continued, to the best of my judgment, for five minutes. It was very
painful ... I still persisted in refusing to answer these questions... A civilian came in
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Photo taken in 1920 the
hanghouse as it was in
Mountjoy jail .A very
rare photo of the hanging
gallows where Kevin
Barry and Nine other
IRA Volunteers were
executed during the War
of Independence. The
platforms across where the
men stood and a prisoner
officer would stand on
either side to keep them
steady, the lever would
be pulled to unlock the
door and the other lever
pulled back to release the
trap door and they would
be dead in 9 seconds, and
left hanging there for over
one hour to make sure they
were dead

and repeated the questions, with the same result. He informed me that if I gave all
the information I knew I could get off.”
Barry was court-martialed a month later. He was charged with the murder of
Marshall Whitebread though there was evidence that Whitebread was killed with .45
calibre bullets. Barry may have shot Private Washington, though he was not charged
with this. Barry refused to recognise the court, and as a result his legal team retired.
The court had only to prove that Barry was a member of the party that killed three
British soldiers, as every member of the party was technically guilty of murder
according to the British. Kevin Barry was sentenced to death by hanging and the date
of execution was set for 1 November 1920.
The public was told of Barry’s sentence on 28 October and there was an outpouring
of grief. On the eve of his execution a large crowd had gathered outside Mountjoy Jail
with lighted candles and held a prayer vigil. Mrs Barry, Kevin’s mother, remained in
the crowd despite being invited into the prison. The main aim of the prayer vigil was
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that Barry would be shot as a patriot and not hanged. The argument of the people
was that Barry was arrested in his uniform and was a soldier.
When Collins heard of Barry’s capture and imprisonment in Mountjoy he is said
to have said that “there would be no more lonely scaffolds in our time”. Collins
immediately pursued several plans to release Barry from prison. The Sunday morning
prior to Barry’s execution a meeting took place attended by McKee, Peadar Clancy,
Rory O’Connor, Michael Collins and Richard Mulcahy. The only topic of the
meeting was how to rescue Kevin Barry. This was a realistic consideration as the IRA
leadership had organised many successful escapes previously. A plan was agreed that
two IRA members would disguise themselves as clergymen, enter the prison during
visiting hours and that they would disarm the Black and Tan who was guarding
Kevin Barry in the visiting room. They were then to make their way to the front gate
where other Volunteers would have taken possession of the front gate. This was to be
effected by handing in a parcel which would then force the warder at the gate to open
it. The front gate was then to be held open allowing the exit of all parties from the
visitors’ room, thus allowing Barry to escape. The plan was hinged on the fact that
Barry’s mother had a visit arranged for the same day. At the IRA planning meeting it
was decided that Mrs Barry would have to be informed of the plot and a courier was
dispatched to tell her. However, Mrs Barry was concerned about more loss of life if
the plan were carried out and asked for a guarantee that no life would be lost. The
meeting could not give this guarantee and the escape bid was called off.
Barry was hanged on Monday 1 November 1920. The hangman was John Ellis with
his assistant Thomas Pierrepoint who were brought from England for the execution.
(Collins tried repeatedly to kill both men but all attempts were unsuccessful). Barry
was hanged the day after Terence MacSwiney was buried in Cork after he died in
Brixton Prison on 25 October.
As well as Barry, nine other Volunteers were hanged in Mountjoy and buried there
during the War of Independence. Known as the “Forgotten Ten”, they were buried in
unmarked graves on unconsecrated ground. Their bodies were reinterred, with full
state honours, over eighty years later on 14 October 2001. The Forgotten Ten were:
Kevin Barry, Patrick Moran, Frank Flood, Thomas Whelan, Thomas Traynor, Patrick
Doyle, Edmond Foley, Thomas Bryan, Bernard Ryan and Patrick Maher.
The Dublin Brigade had learned some hard lessons from the Monk’s Bakery
attack. As a result, IRA companies would not engage with the warning, ‘hands up’.
Aggressive actions would henceforth be initiated with grenades exploding, followed
by a volley or two of rifle and handgun fire. After the engagement, the IRA men
would melt back into the Dublin streets or alleys. However, the British forces had
their own response. Reinforcements were arriving in Dublin, as the British were
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beginning to turn the screw on the IRA and the republican movement. In the autumn
of 1920 Dublin experienced more British army raids and intense activity on the
part of the British secret service and the newly arrived Auxiliaries. The British army
patrols, raids and a curfew placed the city in lockdown, while the secret service,
working on captured IRA documents, were working to track down leading IRA and
Sinn Féin leaders. The Auxiliary division were a heavily armed elite force. They were
made up of soldiers of fortune: men of private means, clerks, journalists and a few
from universities. They were all specially selected, of the “gentleman class”, and they
elected their own officers. They had permission to carry out raids in areas beyond the
one which they nominally controlled. They had seen service in France, Mesopotamia,
India, Russia, Gallipoli.
The British also benefited from information revealed in IRA document seizures. In
September and October 1920 there were significant reverses for both Sinn Féin and
the IRA as the ‘Cairo Gang’ began to exert real pressure on the IRA in Dublin. The
‘Cairo Gang’ was a group of British intelligence agents who socialised at the Cairo
Café, 59 Grafton Street. Paid informers supplied them with accurate information.
As October drew to a close, the IRA and the republican movement in Dublin were
in a very difficult situation. British military pressure was beginning to tell and from a
British perspective it looked as if the Irish were beginning to buckle.
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Capuchin Church

Father Dominic
O’Connor was a
Capuchin priest and
republican from
Cork city. In 1919 he
ministered to local IRA
volunteers effectively
becoming chaplain
to the Cork No. 1
Brigade, commanded
by Tomás MacCurtain.
MacCurtain, after his
election as Lord Mayor
of Cork appointed
O’Connor as chaplain
to the Lord Mayor.

The first person to appear on the scene after
MacCurtain’s assassination by RIC men in his
bedroom in the early hours of 20 March 1920,
Father O’Connor anointed the body and gave
succour to his widow. Retained as chaplain by the
new Sinn Féin Lord Mayor, Terence MacSwiney,
O’Connor travelled to London on the day after
MacSwiney’s conviction in August 1920 and
ministered to MacSwiney during his hunger strike
in Brixton jail, celebrating mass for him every
morning, and writing his dictated messages. He
was present at MacSwiney’s death on the seventyfourth day of the hunger strike (25 October). He
described the events of ‘Bloody Sunday’ in a letter
to a London friend, which was intercepted in the
post, leading to O’Connor’s arrest by security
forces during a night raid on the Capuchin friary
on Church Street, Dublin (16–17 December).
After a week’s detention in Dublin Castle, where
he was subjected to psychological torture (insults,
taunts and threatened summary execution),
he was transferred to solitary confinement in
Kilmainham jail. Court-martialed on 8 January
1921 on charges related to written material likely
to cause disaffection to the Crown (the letter to the
London friend and a memorandum book containing
depositions taken from MacSwiney in prison), he
was sentenced on 29 January to three years’ penal
servitude. Imprisoned briefly in Wormwood Scrubs
prison, London, he was transferred to Parkhurst
prison, Isle of Wight, where he was subject to the
ordinary convict regime regarding diet, labour and
dress (though his hair and beard were not cut).
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Fr Albert (left) and Fr Dominic, Capuchin Friars, Church Street. Their support to the
Volunteers from 1916 right through to the Civil War was steadfast. They were often to be
found amid the fighting. It was they who gave spiritual support to the condemned leaders in
Kilmainham Gaol, and Fr Albert was himself in the Four Courts and later ‘The Block’ giving
solace to the anti-Treaty forces.
Courtesy of Mercier Archives.

After a republican prisoners’ work strike and intervention by Bishop Peter Amigo of
Southwark, he was allowed first to celebrate Sunday mass, and then daily mass.
Released in a general amnesty in January 1922 he was granted the freedom of
Cork (25 February) for his services to MacCurtain and MacSwiney. Along with
another Capuchin Father Albert Bibby, he gave spiritual ministry to the garrison of
anti-treatyites in the Four Courts.
During the three-day bombardment and siege by Free State forces (28–30
June 1922), the two friars helped evacuate the wounded to hospital and finally
facilitated the garrison’s surrender. They then ministered to the new anti-treatyite
headquarters garrison in the Hammam Hotel, seen by the Free State government
as an abuse of the free movement and privileged immunity granted them; an official
complaint to Archbishop Byrne of Dublin also accused O’Connor of transmitting
information to anti-treaty leaders. O’Connor ministered to both sides in the
Wicklow mountains and to the anti-treaty forces that briefly held Blessington. Like
many other Capuchins, he continued to offer spiritual ministry to anti-treatyite
republicans even after the Catholic bishops’ pastoral letter (10 October 1922)
refusing the sacraments to the ‘irregulars’ and their supporters. Ten years later, in
November 1932, O’Connor was transferred by the order’s provincial to Oregon,
USA where he sustained serious injuries in a car accident and died on 17 October
1935 in the Hermiston friary, Oregon.
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In November 1919, the Dublin Metropolitan Police (DMP) was strengthened by
detectives from Belfast led by Assistant Commissioner William Forbes Redmond. At
the same time British intelligence at Scotland Yard, headed by Sir Basil Thompson,
sent agents to Dublin tasked with wiping out the IRA leadership and those carrying
out the assassination campaign. They were also trying to locate the money from the
Dáil Loan Scheme initiated by Michael Collins as Minister for Finance. Were this
money located, the British felt, the Dáil would be unable to finance and or implement
the Irish Republic. Four of the top men sent to Dublin were dead within three months,
shot on the instructions of Michael Collins. IRA Intelligence Officer Frank Thornton
entered a police station posing as the cousin of a DMP sergeant and managed to
obtain a photograph of Assistant Commissioner Forbes Redmond. Forbes escaped
attempts by both of the IRA Special Duties Units but on 21 January 1920 at 6.30 p.m.,
he was finally shot.
The IRA reacted to this increased British activity by amalgamating the two small
Special Duties Units into “The Squad”. Recruits were also taken in to strengthen
both IRA GHQ intelligence and the Squad. The new men were brought on operations
and shown how actions were carried out. Each man ‘had to prove his mettle and was
detailed to do an actual job’. In the intelligence department this might mean trailing a
suspect, often an IRA operative. Unknowingly, while on this trial assignment, the new
recruit would be under the surveillance of a seasoned member of IRA intelligence.
If considered adequate the new recruit was brought on board; otherwise they were
returned to the IRA unit from which they had come. For a prospective Squad member,
a trial period meant an actual killing. An Intelligence Officer always accompanied
the Squad when assigned a ‘job’. The usual locations were street junctions as this
gave the assassins a number of escape routes. The Intelligence Officer would identify
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the man to be killed. Two men were always detailed to carry out the killing. Paddy
O’Daly or Jim Slattery always ‘nominated’ the two men and ‘this was adhered to
rigidly’. The Intelligence Officer would often go up to the intended target and ask
him a simple question (e.g. ‘Are you Alan Bell?’) or by making a prearranged signal
like lifting their hat or taking out a handkerchief. The intended target, thus identified,
was then surrounded and either killed on the spot or taken to another location and
shot. On a rare occasion, when there was some doubt about the target’s guilt, he
would be abducted, sometimes in broad daylight, and interrogated. If his answers
were satisfactory, he was released; otherwise, he was executed. The Intelligence Officer
would also join in the killing, usually firing the first shot. In the earlier stages of the
Squad’s assassinations, victims were shot in the trunk of the body, this being the larger
part of the target, making hitting the target more likely. The key to a successful ‘job’
was ‘getting close to your man’.
In May 1920 a training school for British intelligence agents was established in
Hounslow, London. Graduating from this school, the British intelligence officers
filtered into Dublin in increasing numbers. They lived outside Dublin Castle, taking
lodgings under assumed names. Dressed in plain clothes, these agents monitored
ships, railway stations, cafés and restaurants. The Cairo Café and Kidd’s in Grafton
Street were regular haunts and they became known as the “Cairo Gang”. Some of the
British secret service retained their former identity as regular British officers seconded
to other units in Ireland. Such regular identities were not just a useful cover but also
served as good propaganda when some of them became casualties of IRA counterintelligence actions. These British officers gathered information and moved under
cover of darkness to carry out operations against the IRA, operations that included
searches for documents, weapons and ammunition, and suspects. They also carried
out assassinations. The British had now an effective counterpart to G Division of the
DMP. Also in May 1920 the intelligence network in Ireland established by the British
army was removed from Army control and given to a Directorate of Intelligence better
known as the ‘London Bureau’. As a result there was a great deal of infighting among
the British about methods and personnel. This hampered their efforts to some degree,
enabling IRA intelligence to maintain the lead they had established early in 1919.
During the summer months of 1920, the London Bureau flooded Dublin with secret
service agents. In June 1920 there were just seven secret service officers in Dublin. In
July the number had increased to fifty-one; in August there were eighty-two and in
November ninety-seven. The Cairo gang were being efficient and ruthless and though
they were focused on Collins and his retinue, they did manage to track down Sean
Treacy and Dan Breen and succeeded in killing Sean Treacy in Talbot street. In early
November 1920 the Cairo gang detained Frank Thornton. He was held for 10 days
but managed to convince them he was not a member of Sinn Féin. Richard Mulcahy
escaped through a sky light as they raided a house on the South Circular Road and in
a raid on Vaughan’s Hotel they held Liam Tobin and Tom Cullen. Mulcahy said later
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that “We were being made to feel that they were very close on the heels of some of us”.
The Cairo gang “were members of a spy organisation that was a murder organisation.
Their murderous intent was directed against the effective members of the Government
as well as against GHQ and staff at the Dublin Brigade”.
However, at this time Michael Collins and his intelligence colleagues were planning
a decisive, daring and lethal action against British Intelligence. IRA intelligence had
been trying to identify who the members of the British secret service in Dublin were.
The threat that these operatives posed to the IRA and the Republic was so great that
Collins ordered that they had to be killed and the threat removed. Collins together with
his IRA intelligence officers, the Squad and the Dublin Brigade, were responsible for
planning and carrying out the actions. The British agents lived in hotels, guesthouses
and private lodgings on the south side of the city. Each morning a car from Dublin
Castle picked some of them up and brought them to Dublin Castle or British army
HQ at Parkgate Street. Other agents only went out after curfew had begun. The
Squad and Dublin Brigade carried out raids on mail deliveries to the Castle and on
the temporary GPO at The Rink in the Rotunda. The captured documents and letters

Crowds rush up Talbot Street after the shooting of Sean Treacy: On the night of 12
October 1920, Dan Breen and Sean Tracey were staying with Professor Carolan at
Fernside, Drumcondra as they evaded the ‘G’ men of the DMP. At around 1.00 a.m. the house
was raided by a large force of DMP and British Army members, complete with armoured
cars. Professor Carolan let this raiding party in, was questioned and then shot dead
in his own hallway. Breen and Treacy fired off their weapons, killing several soldiers.
They then jumped out a side window of the house and fell through the conservatory roof,
sustaining many cuts. Making their way along St. Marys Road (now Home Farm Road) they
eventually separated. Treacy going to an address at Inchicore Road and Breen to a safe
house at Finglas. Breen was eventually brought to the Mater Hospital for treatment and
the nuns there hid him from the authorities. Treacy left Inchicore one week later and
made his way to Talbot Street, but was shot dead here by the British.
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revealed that certain British officers were linked with the killings of Sinn Féin officials
and IRA Volunteers around the country. In November 1920, thanks in no small
measure to Lily Mernin, the IRA’s intelligence department received the names and
addresses of the agents. Mernin also passed on very sensitive information obtained as a
result of a friendship she had established with a Miss Dunne, daughter of a retired RIC
superintendent, who worked in the Castle as a typist. Miss Dunne had got to know
two of the British agents, Angliss (who used the alias Mahon) and Peel. Mahon drank
a lot and talked too much, revealing much of what he got up to during the hours of
darkness. A planned assassination of these two British agents was called off in favour
of an operation to remove the threat of British intelligence in Dublin entirely. This
operation was planned to take place on 21 November 1920 and would become known
as ‘Bloody Sunday’. According to IRA Intelligence Officer Dan McDonnell, ‘There
were at least, to my knowledge, anything between fifty-five and sixty agents marked
down for destruction that morning.’ Intelligence reports were submitted to the Dáil
cabinet and the army council. In their surveillance, the IRA IOs also managed to locate
the HQ and two sub-HQs of the British secret service agents in the city. Copies of the
lists of British agents were made out and assigned to the Dublin Brigade battalions.
The Squad was ordered to ‘do the Special Ones in Pembroke Street in which we were
interested’. Seán Russell was appointed to plan the operation. Russell carefully selected
the units to carry out the executions of the British agents. Four operations were
assigned to A, C, D and K Companies of the southside 3rd Battalion. Two operations
were assigned to E and F Companies of the southside 4th Battalion with one operation
to the northside 1st Battalion. The majority of the operations, five in total, would be
carried out by Seán Russell’s own B, C, D and E Companies of the north-side 2nd
Battalion. The members of the Squad and IRA intelligence were also assigned to
join company units on operations of particular interest to Michael Collins. The IRA
units allocated to each target’s house were divided into those who would take holding
positions outside and those who would go inside. IRA scouting parties would also be
posted to strategic positions at key junctions nearby. Members of Cumann na mBan
provided support by being in prearranged locations to take weapons and ammunition
from operational members after they had completed their orders and were returning
to their respective battalion areas. The operations were all coordinated to take place
around Dublin city at 9 a.m. on Sunday 21 November 1920.
The operations were finalised on 20 November when the members of the GHQ staff,
met at 35 Lower Gardiner Street, Dublin. The original operation was planned to
attack in the region of 55 targets. Frank Thornton who was in charge of compiling a
case against each target said “I had to prove that each and every man on my list was
an accredited secret service man of the British Government. This, as everybody can
realise, is no easy task.” Cathal Brugha felt there was insufficient evidence against
some of those named, and there was to be no room for doubt. It is said he struck
fifteen members from the list as “the evidence against them was not beyond doubt”.
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Collins stated that the operation must be done at exactly 9 a.m. Collins remarked:
“These whores, the British, have got to learn that Irishmen can turn up on time.” Todd
Andrews later recalled that many killings were attempted but that “the majority of the
raids made by the IRA were abortive because, as in our case, the man sought was not
at home or, in several cases, the Companies concerned bungled the job”.
As the IRA meeting broke up, Collins, Clancy and some of the others went to
Vaughan’s Hotel. While they were in the hotel, the porter, Christy Harte, became
suspicious of one of the guests, a Mr Edwards. Edwards had made a late-night
telephone call, and then left the hotel. Harte informed the Volunteers, who then quickly
left the building. However, in the confusion, Conor Clune had been overlooked and
remained in the hotel. The hotel was then raided a few minutes later and Clune was
arrested as he was not registered as a guest. This cost him his life. Clancy and McKee
were also arrested in the early hours of Sunday morning in Sean Fitzpatrick’s house
off Gloucester Street and brought to Dublin Castle. They were betrayed to the British
authorities by an ex-British Army serviceman, variously described as “a ne’er do well”,
“a drunken bousey” and “a tout”, known as Shankers Ryan. He was a brother of Becky
Cooper who was one of the most prominent madams of Monto, immortalised in the
Circe chapter of James Joyce’s Ulysses as Bella Cohen of ‘nighttown’. Shankers trailed
Clancy and McKee back to their residence and then informed Dublin Castle. Both
men were arrested and taken to Dublin Castle. Clancy, McKee and Clune were taken
to the old detective office in the Exchange Court in Dublin Castle, where they were
killed later that day “while trying to escape”. Later in 1921 “the Squad” caught up
with Ryan and he was shot in a pub in the Monto region, as he took his morning pint.
The most important targets for the IRA on the morning of Sunday 21 November
were Lieutenants Ames and Bennett at 38 Upper Mount Street. These two had
been identified as the commanding officers of the British intelligence unit and they
had only moved a few days before and were located with considerable difficulty.
The second main target was 22 Lower Mount Street where Lieutenants Mahon and
Mr Peel (both pseudonyms) resided. This mission was assigned to Squad members
and a detachment of E Company 2nd Battalion. A major operation was focused on
28 Upper Pembroke Street which may have been a British intelligence field HQ. It
turned out that the address was actually two houses joined into one, with up to seven
British officers staying there, possibly more. The importance of the Bloody Sunday
operation was that it was one of the most critical moments in the history of the
revolutionary movement. Men were asked to do something on that day which was
outside the ordinary scope of the soldier, but realising their duty to their country, and
always being ready to obey orders, all jobs were executed. The sense of duty felt by
the Volunteers sent on these operations is easy to grasp. However, the shocking nature
of what they were about to do was something that they had not experienced before.
The Squad members were a different matter. These men had a complete mastery of
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the situation and were sufficiently case-hardened by having dealt with the arrival of
the Tans, Auxiliaries and British Intelligence Officers. Vinny Byrne was ordered to
take an elderly Volunteer first-aider with him, should anyone be wounded. Having no
first-aid equipment, Byrne took a detour to a Squad dump near Holles Street. Byrne
asked if the volunteer in charge of the dump had any first-aid kits or bandages. He
rummaged around and came back with a .38 revolver saying, ‘will this be of any use
to you?’ Byrne gave it to the first-aider.
As they moved across the city towards their assigned targets, groups of Volunteers
saw others moving into position also. The complete list of targets included 38 Upper

Dick McKee, Sean Fitzpatrick, Peadar Clancy- McKee and Clancy were captured at Sean
Fitzpatrick’s house at 36 Gloucester Street and brought to Dublin Castle. On 20 November,
Clancy, along with members of the GHQ staff, met at 35 Lower Gardiner Street, Dublin. The
meeting was called to discuss the final arrangements for Bloody Sunday. Peader Clancy and
Dick McKee, were killed by British soldiers in Dublin Castle on the evening of November 21 1920.

Mount Street, 22 Lower Mount Street, 92 Lower Baggot Street, 119 Lower Baggot
St, 117 Morehampton Road, Donnybrook, 28 Upper Pembroke St, and 91/92 Lower
Leeson St. Another target, at 7 Ranelagh Road, Dublin was aborted and was the
mission subsequently spoken of by Todd Andrews. There was a look of recognition
from the men as they passed each other nervously, with the clock ticking towards nine.
At 9 a.m. Tom Ennis’s unit walked briskly up the steps of 38 Upper Mount Street.
After the maid opened the door they stuck their foot in to prevent her from closing it.
The woman was ordered to take them to the rooms of Ames and Bennett. Ennis went
to a back room where Lieutenant Ames was sleeping. Seán Doyle, Vinny Byrne and
Herbie Conroy got into Lieutenant Bennett’s room via a back parlour and folding
doors, which the maid obligingly pointed out. Bennett was in the act of going for his
gun when the IRA men rushed into the room. They ordered him to put his hands up.
Doyle searched under Bennett’s pillow, removing a Colt .45. Frank Saurin, the IRA IO
accompanying them, began a quick search of the room looking for papers. Among the
items he collected was Lieutenant Ames’ notebook. It revealed an intelligence system
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very similar in its operational structure to the IRA’s. As he stood there in his pyjamas,
Bennett was clearly worried and asked, ‘What will happen to me?’ Byrne, trying to
keep things calm, lied and said, ‘Ah, nothing’. Bennett was marched down to Ames’
room where Tom Ennis was holding the other British agent. An exchange of shots in
the street outside was heard and a British dispatch rider was forced into the house at
gunpoint. This British soldier had already experienced the grim scenes occurring in the
Dublin streets nearby. He had already passed 119 Lower Baggot Street and had seen a
group of about twenty men of C Company 2nd Battalion, running from the building.
They had just shot Captain Baggallay. Further up the Street, at 92 Lower Baggot
Street, the dispatch rider had seen the body of Captain W. Newbury hanging out of
a window, bleeding profusely. Newbury’s wife, though heavily pregnant, had tried to
shield him in his attempt to escape but Squad men Joe Leonard and Bill Stapleton
had pushed her to one side as they opened fire on the British officer. His body was left
half in and half out of the window. Mrs Newbury lost her baby and died giving birth
to her stillborn child. The dispatch rider had continued up Baggot Street and turned
into Herbert Place where he was stopped by an IRA scouting party strung across the
road. His Triumph motorcycle combination was taken off him and he was ordered into
38 Upper Mount Street where Captain Ennis, Lieutenant Doyle, Byrne and Conroy
were in the process of shooting Ames and Bennett. The dispatch rider was terrified but
Vinny Byrne decided not to shoot him and instead had him placed under guard in the
hallway. Lieutenants Ames and Bennett were put standing facing the bedroom wall and
were shot. Bennett was discovered with ten bullet wounds in him, Ames with seven.
Ennis’s unit then left the building via the hallway, leaving the dispatch rider in the
hallway unharmed. This man would later swear Captain Paddy Moran was one of those
who killed Lieutenants Ames and Bennett. His testimony would be confirmed by a
British officer’s batman who was staying in the house opposite and had watched events
unfold. Moran could not have been involved in the killings in Mount Street because,
at the same time he was walking across Sackville Street with his unit, D Company 2nd
Battalion, making for the Gresham Hotel. A newspaper boy, seeing the unit of fifteen to
twenty men converging on the entrance, said, ‘There’s a job on. Best clear out of this.’
Moran dispersed his groups in the Gresham. They were looking for three British agents.
The head porter was held at gunpoint and ordered to identify the rooms in which the
agents were staying. Mick Kilkelly took one group to Room 14, Lieutenant Wilde’s
room. As Wilde spoke with Volunteer Cahill at the door, Volunteer Kilkelly opened
fire, shooting Wilde three times in the chest and killing him instantly. Cahill and Nick
Leonard then went to Captain McCormack’s room. Entering the room, they were fired
on by McCormack. The Volunteers returned fire, killing the captain. The third British
agent at the Gresham escaped, having gone out to Mass early.
At 22 Lower Mount Street, Tom Kehoe’s men forced the maid to show them
Lieutenant Hugh Angliss’ room. She tried to alert Angliss by calling out loud as she
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walked up the stairs that there were men here who wanted to see him. Kehoe led five of
his men into the room, surprising Angliss and a friend of his who was staying with him.
While the Volunteers kept the British agent and his guest covered, Kehoe opened a bag
belonging to the officer. It contained a number of pistols – a Colt, a Webley-Scott and a
.32 automatic. Angliss was understandably evasive about his identity when asked. But
Kehoe, looking at Angliss’ wallet, declared, ‘you’re a liar!’ As this exchange continued,
gunfire was heard: a section of Auxiliaries was attempting to force entry to the
building. A Volunteer from the stairway shouted, ‘Are you all right there, boys? They’re
surrounding the house.’ Kehoe and his men opened fire on Angliss immediately.
Angliss lifted his arm to cover his face but it was a hopeless attempt to shield himself
from five assailants. He yelled as he was hit and tried in vain to get cover under the
bed. His friend was left unharmed as he was not on the list. Peel, the other British
agent in the house, barricaded the door to his room. Unable to get in, the Volunteers
had fired over seventeen shots through the door but Peel was unharmed.
A serious confrontation was now developing at 22 Lower Mount Street between
Tom Kehoe’s twenty-man unit and a section of seventeen Auxiliaries who happened
upon the scene. The Auxiliaries were walking down Lower Mount Street on their
way to Kingsbridge Station when they heard gunshots coming from No. 22. Going
towards the house, they saw a woman shrieking from the basement window. The
Auxiliaries attempted to enter the house, but the door was held on the inside by
Volunteer McLean. As they pushed against the door their weight told and it began to
give. McLean stuck his revolver out through the gap and fired on them. They returned
fire through the letterbox, wounding McLean in the trigger finger. The section leader
divided his men into groups to attempt entry to No. 22 via the houses on either side.
He also detailed Cadets Garniss and Morris to try and double back to Beggars Bush
Barracks, less than a half a mile away, for reinforcements. The front door of the house
then opened, and ten or twelve IRA men led by Tom Kehoe charged out into the street,
firing as they went. Turning left, they crossed the road and disappeared down Grattan
Street. Squad member Jim Slattery and Volunteer Jack Dempsey had escaped over a
wall into a lane at the rear of the house. Volunteer Frank Teeling was fired on and hit as
he tried to climb the wall. He was captured by the Auxiliaries who, upon discovering
the body of Angliss, wanted to exact immediate revenge. They were prevented by their
senior officer, Brigadier-General Frank Crozier, who had just arrived and taken charge.
The Auxiliary section leader at 22 Lower Mount Street had also telephoned Beggars
Bush for reinforcements. It then emerged that Cadets Garniss and Morris had not
arrived at the barracks and their whereabouts was unknown. Brigadier-General Crozier
was inspecting a company of Auxiliaries on the square at the barracks at the time, when
a nurse and a dispatch rider came running in breathless, with the news that they had
discovered the bodies of the two Auxiliaries in the back garden of 16 Northumberland
Road. Wearing civilian clothes, Garniss and Morris had run into an IRA scouting party
of D Company 3rd Battalion at Mount Street Bridge. Once their identity as Auxiliaries
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was established, they were taken to the back garden of a house and shot in the head.
They were the first Auxiliary casualties in the conflict in Ireland. After escaping from
22 Lower Mount Street, Jim Slattery and Jack Dempsey went to Golden’s in Victoria
Street to wash. James Carrigan and Patrick Kelly, drivers of a Hudson-Six for Captain
Paddy Flanagan’s operation on 28 Upper Pembroke Street, also stayed at Golden’s.
Captain Flanagan’s assignment turned out to be one of the worst experiences for all
involved. Flanagan was given the task of killing two British agents, Captain Leonard
Price and Major ‘Chummy’ Dowling, in rooms on the second floor of 28 Pembroke
Street. There were also two other British intelligence agents, Captain R. D. Jeune and
Lieutenant Randolf Murray, living on the third floor. It is worth noting that the IRA
units assigned to the different locations on Bloody Sunday were given the identities
of the British agents they were to assassinate, but not the names of all people in the
building. This led to considerable confusion for the IRA in houses where a number of
people were staying. In this instance, matters were further complicated by the presence
of four British infantry officers – Colonel Woodcock, O/ C Lancashire Fusiliers, his
adjutant Captain Keenlyside, and Colonels Montgomery and Day – and their wives,
who were also residing at this address. An IRA IO had got to know a maid in the house
and identified the rooms of agents Price and Dowling. At 9 a.m., between fifteen and
twenty men of D Company 2nd Battalion entered the building. Leo Duffy came in
over the back wall and was seen by Mrs Woodcock, who was sitting at her dressing
table preparing to go down to breakfast. The IRA also had assistance from the house
porter. As soon as the unit entered the building a small group of Volunteers went
up the stairs, their footsteps muffled by the plush carpet. They wasted no time. On
reaching the second floor they located Captain Price and Major Dowling. Both were
shot in the chest. Dowling was killed instantly. Price lay gasping and died quickly.
On seeing the IRA man come over the back wall, Mrs Woodcock had called her
husband. He rushed to warn Lieutenant Colonel Hugh Montgomery on the ground
floor but ran straight into the C Company covering party waiting downstairs. They
had already run into Lieutenant Murray and were holding him against the wall at the
stairs to the basement. The shots fired by Flanagan and Dalton caused the C Company
party downstairs to open fire also. The primary target was Colonel Montgomery, who
surprised the IRA party by coming out of his room unexpectedly. Hit once and fatally
wounded, he made it back to his bed. He died of his injuries on 10 December 1920.
Colonel Woodcock turned to run up the stairs and was also hit twice but managed to
escape back to his room where he collapsed on the bed in front of his wife. Lieutenant
Murray was badly wounded but survived due to the panic-induced shooting of the IRA
men. Captain Keenlyside, on hearing the gunfire, had emerged from his room with his
wife. She bravely struggled with those attempting to kill her husband, distracting them
sufficiently to affect their aim. Keenlyside was wounded but survived.
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All across the south side of the city combined units of IRA intelligence, the Squad
and the Dublin Brigade carried out Michael Collins’ orders to neutralise the British
intelligence operation in Dublin. There were a few cases of mistaken identity, as in
the case of a Captain Fitzgerald, shot in place of a Colonel Fitzpatrick at 28 Earlsfort
Terrace by a unit from A Company 3rd Battalion. There was another horror story at
‘Briama’, 117 Morehampton Road, where Captain Larry Nugent’s K Company 3rd
Battalion killed three men (one a civilian) and wounded a fourth. A ten-year-old boy
saw his father dragged to a room to be shot after Captain Maclean implored the IRA
men not to shoot them in front of their families. Three of K Company’s unit never
returned to duty after this operation. At some of the addresses the British agents were
not there, as happened at 7 Ranelagh Road. Rathfarnham’s E Company 4th Battalion
under Captain Francis Coghlan were ordered to shoot a Captain Noble and his
wife (or paramour – accounts differ) as they were both considered to be agents. The
captain was not in but Joe Dolan, a member of IRA intelligence, beat the woman who
was present in the house and stole her rings. He then set the house on fire. Captain
Coghlan ordered his men to wait and put the fire out.
After the operations concluded, the different IRA units separated, some leaving the
city altogether. The 2nd Battalion units made for the south quay opposite Common
Street on the north quay. It was here that Tommy Kilcoyne had commandeered a boat
to ferry the IRA men across the Liffey and thus avoid any British checkpoints on the
bridges. Charlie Dalton got to the south quays after passing three DMP constables at
Oriel House on Harcourt Place who took no notice of him. He found Frank Saurin
already there, but the ferry was gone. These two stragglers were now in grave danger
and knew the consequences should they be caught. Dalton later told Ernie O’Malley, ‘I
got the wind up rightly. I was thinking of the tenders swinging up from Beggars Bush.
But Tom Kilcoyne rowed back and took us across the river. Tom Kilcoyne was always
very cool. He was a big lump of a fellow, and Captain of B Company 2nd Battalion
in the end’. Once across the river they got back to the dump safely, hid their weapons
and made for the IRA’s field HQ for that day, Peter and Catherine Byrne’s at 17 North
Richmond Street. Two of the Byrnes’ daughters, Catherine and Alice, were members
of Cumann na mBan Central Branch. They were ordered to feed the Volunteers
who arrived and also to treat any of the wounded. Catherine Byrne’s codename was
‘Splash’. She regularly carried weapons and ammunition for the IRA in Dublin. She
treated Billy McLean’s gunshot wound while Paddy O’Daly went through captured
British intelligence papers. Pat McCrea and his men had arrived back from Baggot
Street. While they were at the Byrne household, different units arrived to make their
after-action reports. These reports were given first to O/ C of the Squad, Paddy O’Daly,
and then to 2nd Battalion O/ C Seán Russell. As the morning passed Catherine Byrne
was already thinking of the afternoon. She and her fiancé were looking forward to a
trip to Croke Park to see Tipperary play Dublin. Quite a number of those involved in
operations that Sunday morning were planning on going to the match, too.
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Michael Collins expected a response from the British. Worried that the proposed
Gaelic football match between Tipperary and Dublin could become a focus for
conflict, it was suggested, albeit late in the day, to cancel it. The GAA said it was too
late as the city was filled with thousands of people on their way to the pitch at Croke
Park. Among the IRA present were Captain Paddy Moran, Tom Kehoe, Joe Dolan
and Dan McDonnell. Harry Colley, Tom Kilcoyne and Sean Russell actually visited
the ground in an attempt to have the GAA disperse the crowd. They had received
information from their agents in the DMP that a British military operation, including
Auxiliaries, was planned for some time during the match that afternoon.
The first the crowd at Croke Park knew of any British operation was the appearance
of a plane over the ground. It circled a number of times and then flew off. The British
forces, under the command of Lieutenant Colonel Robert Bray, were to establish a
cordon around Croke Park. Then Auxiliaries, under Major E. L. Mills, and about
100 Black and Tans of the RIC were to filter the crowd as they exited the ground in
an attempt to capture IRA men from the morning’s killings. Shortly after the plane
disappeared, Tipperary were awarded a penalty against Dublin. As Tom Ryan, the
Tipperary captain, stepped up to take it, the air was suddenly filled with rifle and
machine-gun fire. The ninety seconds of firing resulted in eleven dead and over fifty
injured. Three were mortally wounded and died a few days later. Three of the dead
were boys: Jerome O’Leary (ten), William Robinson (eleven) and John William Scott
(fourteen). One of those killed was a woman, 26-year-old Jane Boyle. She was with her
fiancé at the halfway line when she was killed. The other fatalities were all men: James
Burke (fourty-four), Daniel Carroll (thirty), Michael Feery (forty), Michael Hogan
(twenty-four), Patrick O’Dowd (fifty-seven), Thomas Ryan (twenty-seven), James
Teehan (twenty-seven), Joe Traynor (twenty-one), Tom Hogan (nineteen), and James
Matthews (thirty-eight).
Meanwhile the three men held in Dublin Castle, McKee, Clancy and Clune, were
tortured in the guardroom in the vain hope of extorting from them the names of the
Volunteers who had earlier that morning shot the fourteen members of the Cairo
Gang. Refusing to talk, they were “subsequently murdered” on the evening of 21
November 1920. It is said that the room where the three were held was being used
as a guardroom, and was furnished with beds, tables and stores, which included a
box of hand grenades. Brigadier General Ormonde Winter, head of the British Secret
Service in Ireland and two Auxiliary Division officers, Captain Hardy and Captain
King, were the British personnel who interrogated the three men. It is documented
that the prisoners “supposedly” got hold of hand grenades and threw them. Later a
sentry gave evidence that he and another sentry heard a noise behind them and as two
of the prisoners had thrown grenades at them dived for cover behind some mattresses,
but the grenades did not detonate. Another guard testified that one of the prisoners
got hold of a rifle which he levelled and fired at the guard commander as he entered
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the room, but missed. The prisoner then turned the rifle and fired another shot at
another guard. The guard said he then fired at the prisoner, and the prisoner dropped,
and that the guard commander also fired at the prisoner. The guard commander said,
on hearing a noise, he entered the room, and “the prisoner McKee fired at me”, and
that McKee then turned and fired at the sentry. The guard commander also claimed
to have dropped McKee. He then said he saw Clancy with a shovel, and that Clancy
was attempting to strike another guard. One of the guards (who had dived behind the
mattresses) then fired at Clancy and he fell. A fourth witness told much the same story.
The condition of their bodies when returned by the British showed extensive signs of
discolouring, indicating extensive bruising. Clancy had been hit with up to five bullets,
which made eight wounds while Dick McKee had three wounds caused by two bullets.
Clune, the doctor said, had nine wounds caused by seven bullets. Collins arranged for
the collection of their bodies when they were released by the military. They were taken
to a small chapel at Dublin’s Pro-Cathedral.
Collins had the bodies of the men examined to ease the minds of their
comrades. Piaras Beaslaí said later that the examination showed that McKee had been
“savagely mistreated”, and said a bayonet had punctured his liver. In addition, he had
also suffered broken ribs. Clune had been shot thirteen times in the chest.
On 24 November 1920, The Times newspaper reported that three Irish Republican
prisoners were shot while trying to escape military custody. The British authorities held
a military court of inquiry and found that death was the result of: “Bullet wounds fired
by members of the Auxiliary Division, Royal Irish Constabulary, in self defence and in
execution of their duty, i.e. in preventing the escape of the deceased party, who was in
their lawful custody”.
However General Crozier, who was O/C of the Black and Tans and Auxiliaries, and
who resigned in protest over the British administration’s tolerance of the misconduct
of his troops, said about the British account of the deaths of McKee, Clancy and
Clune, “the evidence before the military inquiry, which enquired into these deaths,
was faked from beginning to end, evidence being given by the police that the unarmed
and closely guarded men attempted to overpower the guard (in a guard room inside
the Castle which was itself closely guarded) in an attempt to escape. Anything did for a
paper acquittal then because Parliament accepted willingly as an explanation”.
The truth is the three men were killed in the Castle on the evening of Bloody Sunday.
One of the first major successes for the British after Bloody Sunday was the capture
of Joseph Lawless on 8 December. This was followed a few days later by the discovery
of the Dublin Brigade’s munitions factory on the premises owned by Lawless at
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198 Parnell Street. The Auxiliaries of F Company raided it on the night of 11–12
December and lay in wait inside the building for the IRA men to arrive the following
morning. Tom Young was first to arrive but when he called in to the newsagents next
door for his usual paper, he received a warning of what lay in store. Mick Keogh, who
started his day with a pint for breakfast, was told of the night raid by his barman. Both
men stayed in the area and alerted anyone else arriving. The loss of the munitions
factory was bad enough but without the quick work of these two Volunteers it could
have been a lot worse. The IRA munitions unit simply watched as the Auxiliaries
carried out their coup and hauled away the IRA’s much-needed explosives and
equipment. Captured in the British sweeps following Bloody Sunday were a number
of very important IRA, Cumann na mBan and Sinn Féin members. One of the very
first was the leader of the Squad Paddy O’Daly who was visiting the house of Michael
Love, a member of F Company 2nd Battalion at 10 Bessborough Avenue.
For the three days from 2 to 4 December there were 136 raids in total. It did not stop
there. After a brief respite, there followed over fifty raids between 9 and 13 December.
As British intelligence, thanks mainly due to the Auxiliary F Company at Dublin
Castle, began to collect and collate information received, the raids became more
effective.
By the end of December 1920, the British had captured nearly 500 men and women of
the IRA and Cumann na mBan. The huge number of prisoners made it difficult for the
British to determine their real identities. The refusal of the British to admit that a state
of war existed in Ireland meant every prisoner’s case had to have legal preparation.

Patrick Moran (left) and
Thomas Whelan were both
arrested after the events
of Bloody Sunday – two of
the ‘forgotten ten’ - They
were put on trial in City
hall in February 1921.
They were found guilty
and hanged in Mountjoy
Gaol on 14 March
1921. Moran was from
Roscommon and Whelan
from Connemara. Moran
was 23 and Whelan was
24 year old. (Courtesy of
Kilmainham Gaol Archives,
19PO-1A33-22)
(Gillis, L.,A photographic
History 1913-1923)
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point of
interest

08

Four Courts
Dardanelles (Aungier Street, Kevin
Street, Camden Street)

When Aungier
Street Became
the Dardanelles
Aungier Street,
George’s Street,
Wexford Street and
Camden Street are
really one long avenue
that winds from the
Grand Canal into
Dublin city centre.
During the War of
Independence it was
also the main route
for British troops and
Auxiliaries making
their way from
Portobello (now
Cathal Brugha)
barracks to Dublin
Castle and because of
this, it was one of the
main sites of the IRA’s
Dublin Brigade attacks.

This area gives us a window into the guerrilla war in
the capital. Small parties of IRA fighters, from the
Active Service Unit and the Third Battalion would
launch gun and grenade attacks on passing lorries
before melting back into the crowds of shoppers and
traders. As often as not, their bombs would cause
no military casualties but would hit bystanders.
Nevertheless, the response of the British, which was
usually to stop and blaze away at anything moving
meant that they tended to get the blame for civilian
casualties. Despite this, the reckless nature of some
IRA attacks in crowded streets drew the ire of
Republican Minister for Defence Cathal Brugha.
The Dublin Metropolitan Police was unarmed but
as the war of independence escalated this changed.
Officers from the Kevin Street depot of the DMP
had revolver practice for 3 hours a day for a week.
This station was at the heart of the Dardanelles.
This is where the 3rd battalion of the IRA operated.
Collins had his agents within the DMP that passed
information to Collins. One such agent was Ned
Broy who passed information regarding the German
Plot arrests and also managed to get Collins into
Brunswick Police station in 1919.

The Civil War
There are competing academic views on the severity
and scale of the Civil War in Dublin. One view is
that, compared to the rest of the country, there
was no significant hostilities in Dublin during
this period. This however ignores the fact that the
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city remained a conflict zone until the end of April 1923 and, more importantly it
remained the headquarters of both the National Army and the anti-treaty IRA and
to that extent may have determined the course of events throughout the rest of the
country.
The new Irish National Army was known as the National Army or the Official IRA
or the Regulars. This was to distinguish them from the Irregulars or the anti-treaty
forces. The Official IRA were to use the barracks handed over by the British as their
bases. Inevitably, the first indications of conflict between the pro and anti-treaty
forces followed the handover of the Beggars Bush barracks on 31 January 1922. This
occupation of Beggars Bush was followed by handovers in and around Dublin. It was
envisioned by Michael Collins that the handovers would be a smooth transfer to the
National Army and that these would be their base. The problem was that in Dublin
pro-treaty troops were in the minority. Of the 4,400 men enrolled in the Dublin
Brigade only about 1,900 were dependably pro treaty. Most Dublin units were antitreaty. Protecting the new state depended mostly on those opposed to the treaty. In
the Dublin IRA, “only two companies in First Battalion, three in Third battalion and
just one in the Fourth Battalion, supported the government”.
However, the largest of the barracks, Wellington barracks (renamed Griffith Barracks,
and taken over 12 April 1922) was controlled by the pro-treaty forces. This would
become along with the Army’s GHQ in Portobello Barracks, the “most important
pro-treaty base during the Civil War”. While the pro-treaty Officials had secured
Portobello Barracks and Wellington Barracks as their army base, the anti-treaty forces

On 17 May 1922
Irish troops
took possession
of Portabello
Barracks, and
it became the
National Army’s
Headquarters
under General
Michael Collins.
This photo
shows from left
Commandant Tom
Ennis, General
Eoin O’ Duffy
taking the Salute
on the handover
and Colonel
Emmet Dalton.
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The offices of the Freeman’s Journal on Westmoreland Street after its destruction in
1922 by Anti-treaty forces because the newspaper took a pro-Treaty stance. In 1924, the
Freemans Journal merged with the Irish Independent. Until October 1986 the paper’s
masthead over the editorial contained the words “incorporating the Freeman’s Journal”
(Courtesy of Kilmainham Gaol Archives, 20PO-1A35-20) – (Gillis.L, A photographic History 1913-1923).

had been looking around to secure its own base and a HQ in Dublin. They settled
on the Four Courts. The Four Courts was taken under cover of darkness, without
opposition, by Ernie O’Malley’s Second Southern Division (Tipperary) on the 15
April 1922. “After a few days” Ernie O’Malley remembered, “the Tipperary men
went home and were replaced with, “less sturdy Dublin men”. The IRA executive
represented in the Four Courts were Rory O’Connor, Liam Mellows and Joe
McKelvey. Weighty legal tomes were used as barricades and the public records office
was made into a munitions office. O’Malley acted as IRA Director of Operations
and Todd Andrews as his clerk. The pro-treaty garrison at Wellington Barracks was
attacked with shots fired from rooftops nearby. Attacks were also made on Beggars
Bush barracks and Bank of Ireland HQ. The Irish Independent Freemason’s Journal
on Westmoreland Street which took a pro-treaty stance were burned down by
anti-treaty forces. Were these attacks authorised? Rory O’Connor, commander in
the Four Courts, denied these attacks were sanctioned and found that a group of
men, getting drunk at night had fired at the barracks. There were similar attacks at
night on Beggars Bush barracks. “The Lord Mayor of Dublin, Laurence O’Neill,
protested that in Church Street, behind the Four Courts, gunfire at night meant
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Top of Capel
Street Dublin
during the Irish
Civil War

that “poor people have to leave their homes and take refuge in the halls of tenement
houses lest they be killed by stray bullets”. Dublin was descending into lawlessness
from a “tyranny of young men with guns”. This indiscipline was shown on both
sides. In all of 1922, not counting killings of political violence there were 479 cases
of armed robbery, twenty-three murders and fifty-three attempted murders. These
“were staggering figures in a city in which murder had been a rarity”. The economy
was suffering badly and property rights were routinely violated. The city was in
chaos. However, despite the mayhem that immediately followed the Four Courts
occupation, casualties in Dublin were just four (two of which were accidental).
The stage was set for an outbreak of civil war, despite the fact that the anti-treaty side
had no defined or organised strategy. It was according to Ernie O’Malley a mess of
contradictory policies and indecision –

“there was no attempt to define a clear-cut policy.Words ran into
phrases, sentences followed sentences. At times I sat holding my
head in my hands, dulled, wishing I could let out a few wild yells to
relieve my feelings... a drifting policy (was) discussed endlessly in a
shipwrecked way”.
These contradictions can be seen in the strange arrangement made between Collins
and Rory O’Connor. As a result of the pogroms in Belfast, Collins had been sending
weapons to the north to try and stem the tide of Loyalist violence during the first 6
months of 1922. However, this was against the terms of the Treaty, and Collins had
to send weapons to the north that had not been provided to the Free State army by
the British. In order to maintain both secrecy and the flow of arms, Collins made
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a secret deal with O’Connor. This entailed swapping some of the guns held by the
anti-treaty forces for similar guns that had been supplied to the Free State army by
the British, and then shipping the republican guns to the north. Therefore Collins
had to delay attacking the Four Courts for as long as possible. On 18 May, O’Connor
ordered his men in the Four Courts to exchange their older, untraceable guns for
new guns Collins sent into the Four Courts, guns Collins had acquired from the
British. Collins was then able to send these “republican” untraceable weapons north.
A key event occurred on 26 June when a group from the Four Courts led by Leo
Henderson, raided Ferguson’s Garage on Baggot Street and ‘commandeered’ four
cars as punishment for conducting business with Belfast. Henderson was arrested by
pro-treaty troops. In retaliation for his arrest General Ginger O’Connell was kidnapped
by anti-treaty forces. This kidnapping was the final straw for Collins. He decided to act
and made preparations for National Army troops to attack the Four Courts.
They took up positions around St Michan’s Church, St Audoen’s Church on High
Street and the Medical mission at Chancery place. Ironically, these were the same
positions taken up by the British in 1916. The attack on the four courts was led by
Commandant Tom Ennis, fiercely loyal to Collins, and began at 4.10 p.m. on 28 June
1922. One of the pro-treaty’s armoured cars was named ‘the manager’, which was
Tom Ennis’ nickname.
The artillery for the attack was supplied by the British under the direction of
General Macready. For anti-treaty forces this use of British weaponry provided
their philosophical justification as defending the Republic against a pro-British Free

DMP receiving instruction on the use of automatic pistols at
Kevin Street depot. In 1925 the DMP training depot at Kevin Street
was closed, and the last commissioner, Maj Gen W.R.E. Murphy,
moved from Dublin Castle to become deputy commissioner of the
Garda Siochana under Eoin O’Duffy. Dublin Castle remained
the police headquarters for the capital, housing the chief
superintendent and staff offices of the newly-created Dublin
Metropolitan Division of the Garda. G division, as such, ceased
to exist, and its members formed the nucleus of the Garda’s
(Crime) Special Branch, which was dispersed throughout the
Irish Free State, starting in Co Leitrim.
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Ernie O’Malley –
To secure their
own base and HQ,
the Anti-Treaty
forces settled on
the Four Courts.
Taken under the
cover of darkness
by the Second
Southern Division
Tipperary and
commanded by
Ernie O’ Malley –
April 15th 1922.
(Courtesy Kilmainham
Gaol Archives 19PC1A54-21)

State government. Militarily the
Four Courts garrison was now
surrounded, and with no access
to food or ammunition were, in
O’Malley’s words, “like rats in a
trap”.
Meanwhile, Oscar Traynor’s
plan was to mount guerrilla
attacks around Dublin to
distract pro-treaty troops. The
women of Cumann naMban
carried messages from Traynor
in O’Connell Street to the Four
Courts. On the 29 June an antitreaty contingent made their way
down Henry Street and Capel
Street and on to Mary’s Abbey. A
group of National Army soldiers
moved from the perimeter of the
Four Courts to quell Traynor’s
men. The plan of those inside
the Four Courts was to detonate
explosives that were placed
by the garrison around the
perimeter of the Four Courts.
Once this happened the antitreaty forces were to ‘strike hard’

Commandant Tom Ennis (right with cane) was
fiercely loyal to Collins. When it was decided to
attack the Four Courts it was down to Ennis to
order the surrender of the Anti-Treaty forces in
the Four Courts. When they refused he ordered
the attack to go ahead at 4.10 a.m. on 28 June.
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The public records office destroyed - Irish Civil war 1922. The destruction of the Public
Records Office June 30th 1922. Historians who met members of the Anti-Treaty IRA garrison
in the Four Courts years later were told unambiguously that the blame did rest with the
Anti-Treaty side. They said that the anti-Treaty IRA, in an appallingly reckless act, stored
gelignite in among the archives, Two enormous mines were placed in the Public Record
Office of Ireland (PROI) and two in the Land Registry Office, to be set off if attacked.
Leaders of the garrison ordered that the PROI be mined for possible destruction.

and force their way out. However, disagreements among those in the Four Courts
meant that no explosives were detonated. An additional problem for Traynor was the
weakness of the 3rd and 4th battalion’s attempt to make their way up Dame Street
and Temple Bar.
The pro-treaty’s Paddy O’ Connor led a force across Church Street into the Four
Courts. Joe Leonard led a charge over the bridge to attack the western wing of the
Four Courts at Morgan Place. Anti-Treaty soldiers fired from the dome of the courts.
When the building was stormed, the men surrendered. Traynor, for tactical reasons,
had sent a note ordering a surrender. He took the view that fighting his way through
to his comrades inside the Four Courts would involve very heavy casualties and it
would be best to use resources to fight outside. The building had now caught on
fire, reportedly following incendiary bombs launched by the National army from the
Bridewell. It is likely this fire had set off the large explosion in the records office. The
records office and its archive with documents going back to the 12th century were
destroyed.
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Timeline of War of
Independence and Civil War
• 1917 Republican prisoners
released from Frongoch under
terms of a general amnesty
• 11 July 1917 Death of DI Mills,
the first policeman killed in
Dublin since the Easter Rising
• October 1917 De Valera elected
President of Sinn Féin
• November 1917 De Valera
elected President of the Irish
Volunteer movement
• January 1918 An t-Óglach,
the Irish Volunteer paper, is
reintroduced
• April 1918 Conscription crisis
begins
• May 1918 Lord French
appointed as Lord Lieutenant
of Ireland
• June 1918 Dick McKee elected
Commandant of the Dublin
Brigade
• 11 November 1918 Armistice
signed which ends the First
World War
• 28 December 1918 General
election leading to Sinn Féin
victory and the collapse of Irish
Parliamentary Party
• 21 January 1919 Dáil Éireann
meets for the first time;
ambush by Irish Volunteers
at Soloheadbeg in Tipperary
beginning the War of
Independence
• January 1919 Seán T.
O’Ceallaigh dispatched by the
Dáil to the Versailles Peace
Conference

• 3 February 1919 De Valera
escapes from Lincoln Gaol
• 20–21 March 1919 Dublin
Brigade raid on the RAF
aerodrome at Collinstown,
County Dublin
• April 1919 Michael Collins
and Seán Nunan gain access
to G Division secret files room
at DMP Station on Brunswick
Street
• June 1919 Éamon de Valera
departs for the US
• July 1919 First ‘Special Duties’
Unit of the Dublin Brigade
formed under the command
of 2nd Battalion QM, Michael
McDonnell
• 30 July 1919 ‘Special Duties’
Unit carry out first assassination:
DS Patrick Smyth
• 20 August 1919 Irish Volunteers
swear allegiance to Dáil Éireann
and are now known as the IRA
September 1919 Second ‘Special
Duties’ Unit of the Dublin
Brigade formed under the
command of O/ C B Company
2nd Battalion Paddy O’Daly
• December 1919 Lily Mernin, a
typist at Dublin Castle, becomes
an intelligence agent for the IRA
• 19 December 1919 Assassination
attempt on Lord French and the
death of IRA Lieutenant Martin
Savage
• March 1920 Black and Tans
become active members of the
RIC throughout Ireland
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• 20 March 1920 Tomás
MacCurtain murdered by
members of the RIC
• May 1920 The ‘Special Duties’
Units of the Dublin Brigade
are amalgamated to form the
assassination unit known as
the Squad 9
• August 1920 Restoration
of Order in Ireland Act
introduced by British
government
• September 1920 Auxiliary
Division RIC becomes active
• 20 September 1920 Balbriggan
sacked by RIC Black and Tans
• 11–12 October 1920 Seán
Treacy and Dan Breen gun
battle with British intelligence
officers in Drumcondra
• 25 October 1920 Terence
MacSwiney, Lord Mayor of
Cork, dies on hunger strike
• 14 October 1920 Seán Treacy
killed on Talbot Street, Dublin
• 1 November 1920 Kevin Barry
hanged at Mountjoy Gaol
• 21 November 1920 Bloody
Sunday: British agents
assassinated in Dublin and
in response Auxiliaries attack
the crowd at a Gaelic football
match at Croke Park
• 24 November 1920 IRA
ambush Auxiliaries at
Kilmichael, West Cork, killing
17 cadets 11–12 December
1920 Cork sacked by the
Auxiliaries

• December 1920 Hundreds of
republicans arrested in British
government response to IRA
operation on Bloody Sunday
• 13 May 1920 Sinn Féin
victorious in general election
• 25 May 1921 Custom House
burned in an attack by the
Dublin Brigade
• 22 June 1921 King George V
opens the Northern Ireland
parliament
• 11 July 1921 Truce agreed
between IRA and British
Crown forces
• 14–21 July 1921 De Valera and
Lloyd George meet for private
talks in London
• October 1921 Negotiations
between Irish and British
political representatives begin
in Downing Street
• 6 December 1921 Anglo-Irish
Treaty signed
• Time Line of Main events of
Irish Civil War.
• 7 January 1922 Dáil approves
the Treaty by a vote of 64 to 57.
The vote causes a split in Sinn
Féin into a pro-Treaty camp led
by Arthur Griffith and Michael
Collins and an anti-Treaty
camp led by Éamon de Valera
• 9 January 1922 Arthur Griffith
elected President of Dáil Éireann
after de Valera’s resignation
February 1922 Dublin Guards
officially formed at Beggars Bush
barracks

• 14 April 1922 Split in the IRA
as anti-Treaty forces seize the
Four Courts
• 28 June 1922 Civil War begins
as Provisional Government
troops attack anti-Treaty IRA
HQ at the Four Courts
• 24 July 1922 Free State troop
landings in Mayo
• 2 August 1922 Free State troop
landings in Kerry
• 8 August 1922 Free State troop
landings in Cork
• 12 August 1922 Arthur Griffith
dies of a brain haemorrhage
• 22 August 1922 Michael Collins
killed in a republican ambush at
Beal na Bláth, County Cork
• 9 September 1922 W. T.
Cosgrave becomes President
of the Executive Council of the
Irish Free State 25 October
1922 Constitution of the Free
State approved by Dáil Éireann
• 15 November 1922 Four
republicans executed by the
Free State. These republicans
are the first of 77 official
executions
• 5 December 1922 Irish Free
State constitution receives royal
assent
• January 1923 Major-General
Paddy O’Daly becomes O/ C
Kerry Command
• 6 March 1923 IRA trap mine
explosion at Knocknagoshel kills
five National Army troops
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• 7 March 1923 National Army
executes eight republican
prisoners by mine explosion at
Ballyseedy, County Kerry
• 7 March 1923 National Army
executes five republican
prisoners by mine explosion
at Countess Bridge, Killarney,
County Kerry
• 12 March 1923 National
Army executes five republican
prisoners by mine explosion at
Bahaghs, Cahersiveen, County
Kerry
• 10 April 1923 Liam Lynch,
Chief of Staff of the IRA,
mortally wounded by
National Army troops on the
Knockmealdown Mountains,
County Waterford.
• 24 May 1923 Civil War comes
to an end as Frank Aiken,
new IRA Chief of staff, issues
ceasefire order 16 May 1926
Fianna Fáil founded
• 10 July 1927 Kevin O’Higgins,
Minister for External Affairs
in the Cumann na nGaedheal
government, is assassinated
• 11 December 1931 Statute
of Westminster receives royal
assent, granting Commonwealth countries legal freedom
to implement their own laws
independently of Britain

This book is a companion piece to
“Walking through the Rising”,
an account of the military
actions of the 1st Battalion of
the Irish Volunteers in Dublin’s
North inner city in 1916. In
the spirit of that account this
document has the aim of making
available to the staff and
students of the Technological
University Dublin (TUDublin)
some of the more important
incidents that took place in
the vicinity of GrangeGorman,
Bolton Street and Cathal
Brugha Street (formerly part
of TUDublin) during the War of
Independence and the Civil War.

